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INTRODUCTION

MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM TRENDS

With the advent of computer automation and graphical and alpha-

numeric multi purpose displays , the role of the human operator in control

systems i-s evolving towards that of a supervisor who plans , sequences ,

and coordinates , and away from strictly tracking (Sheridan, 1976).

The human is valued in these systems precisely for his information

processing abilities and his ability to provide an adaptive decision-

making capability in an otherwise automated system. The human operator

is on board as a manager or supervisor of the overal l system. He

monitors the input and output variabl es of the automatic vehicle control

loop via displays. He can change the modes of the automatic controller

via push buttons or continuous control devices as a function of mission

phases , environmental conditions, or as a consequence of failures.

Johannsen (1976) states that the tasks of the h,anan operator have

changed very much compared wi th those in manual control . He is now
V 

forced to operate in a multi-task environment which requires that he

perform tracking tasks and discrete tasks along with information manage-

ment and planning activities . Johannsen also suggests that In many

automated systems the sensomotor activities are much less f req uent and,

consequently, that vigilance and decision—making behavior has taken on

a more important role.

Wh ile automation can greatly enhance system performance, it does

not generally reduce the demands on the operator. Although systems

9
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exist in which the monotony 0f the task may increase in such a way that

add itional tasks have to be invented, Edwards (1976) points out that

“typically the operational effectiveness of the man-machine system is

enhanced , involv ing changes rather than reductions in the human

contribution. ”

Edwards also states that the requirement for ergonomics input into

the design and operation of systems Is in no way diminished by automa-

tion. He suggests that the nature of the human factors probl ems has

changed , wi thout reducing their significance. There are now new issues
in the man—machine , man-computer interface . The operator ’ s cognitive

and perceptual activities are becoming more important than his skill at

motor tasks. This indicates that in order to evaluate possible

advantages of automation to the h uman operator, It i s necessar y to

measure not onl y system performance , but also human operator workload.

It is apparent that the structure of man as a supervisor, planner,

and information processor is hierarchical. To coordinate and manage the

system he must function at many different levels concurrently. The

following excerpt from Singleton (1976) provides an excellent descrip-

tion Of the different level s of operator performance.

At the lowest level he is an information processing
device using eyes to scan instruments and hands to select
data streams but he does thi s In the context of rules, pro-
cedures, flight plans, aircraft performance characteristics

- 
- and so on —- his general situation knowledge. He is also

monitoring his own performance in relation to long term and
sho rt te rm objectives , changing his and the computers strategy,
adjusting his arousal level and even switchi ng objectives.
The computer will presumably aid him at different level s and
participate in monitoring computer performance and human
performance as well as hardware performance.

10
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Johannsen (1976) also addresses the hierarchical multilevel struc-

ture of automated man-machine systems. He defines this structure in

terms of “loops” along with the rel ationships and decision rules for

moving back and forth between loops. He also provides some insight as

to the nature of these loops :

While the controller activity in the inner loops is mainly
con ti nuous track ing , i.e., sensomotor activity , the activity
of the controller in the outer loops becomes more and more
discrete involving decision—ma king and problem—solving, i.e.,
mental activity .

Manned systems such as these involve complex, hi ghly interactive

types of tasks. Many of these systems entail continuous tracking and

flight control tasks performed In parallel with di screte operational

tasks, such as setting radio frequency dials, retrieving information

displ ays via keyboard entries, performing communications with ground

con trol , etc. These flight operations Involve the encoding and

processing of vast amounts of Information In the form of visual dis-

plays, system status updates, and operator perception of parallel and

interactive task performance. Highly Involved cognitive and psychomotor

processes are apparently employed in the operation of these systems.

The intent of man-in-the-loop system studies is to exami ne these

psychological and behavioral processes to gain adequate Insights into

the cognitive operational mechanisms in order to effect good syst em

design . Optimal system design includes not only the obvious considera-

tions of human engineering, such as equipment placem2nt and display

layouts, but also less apparent factors such as operational procedures,

control strategies, priority structures, and task loading. It is the

combined interactive effect of these components that make the study of

these complex systems both important and challenging.

11 
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5,

Real-time man-in-the-loop laboratory experimentation typically

utilizes a computer and associated apparatus to simulate all hardware

and environmental components of interest , while employing trained sub—

jects to execute all tasks assigned to the system operator. Perfo rmance
data are collected via computer In real-time .

A more recent approach has been to use a digital computer to simu-

late not only the hardware and environmental configurations, but to

model and simulate the human elemen-~ as well. There are obvious

advantages to this approach in terms of time savings (often several

hours of system performance can be simulated in a few minutes), types

of systems that can be simulated (one can impose conditions on simulated

operators that could never be imposed on live operators, e.g., nuclear
rad iation effec ts) , and the minimization of problems in operator-in-

the—loop experimentation such as hardware failure , subjects not appear-

ing at the appointed time , etc. Digital computer simulation of the

entire system, Includ ing the human operator has the potential of becom-

Ing a tremendous tool for the system engineer in assessing system

performance.

The major disadvantage of such an approach is our lack of knowledge

of human performance in the systems context and , in particular , the lack

of adequate techniques for modeling human performance in a highly corn-

plex Interactive environment. Despite these two drawbacks, s imulat ion

can be a powerful device in examining human performance, particularly

cognitive and decision-making behavior processes. Simulation can pro-

vlde the engineer a cost and time efficient way of determining the

combinations of variables and environmental conditions to be incl uded in

12
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real-time manned experiments. The intent is not to replace real-time

man-in-the-loop experimentation, but rather to use it when warranted,

to empirically reduce the uncertainties that remain, to test hypotheses
suggested to be critical design issues , and to enhance and refine the

data from which future models can be derived.

The fol lowing section details the description and characteristics

of a system which exemplifies the trends in man-machine systems and

which provided the motivational Impetus and data source for this study.

A glossary of terms pertinent to this discussion is contained in

Appendix A.

DAIS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Back groun d

Before the advent of the CR1 and the wide use of digi tal computers,

display systems were almost entirely configured with display and con-

trol elemen ts , each of which represented a single data output or input.
Numerous examples of systems with relatively pure usage of dedicated

displays and controls are still found throughout the spectrum of current

man-machine system designs. The modern submarine control station is

almost entirely composed of single— function display and control elements.

Similarly, the engineering station of most comercial aircraft is also

an arrangement of displays and controls largely dedicated to singl e

functions. Althouqh a relatively large body of research literature

has been accumulated which suggests techniques for improved display/

control Integration, Bauerschmidt and La Porte (1976) contend that

systems employing single function display and control elements will

generall y result in less than optimal operator performance.
c
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With the advent of CR1 and associated computer processing capabili-

ties , the option of relatively low—cost multi-function displays has

become a reality. Individual display elements may be depicted , arranged ,

and combined with great flexibility . Similarly, a multi-function key-

board provides for centralized data input and some flexibility in the

presentation of Input options.

The A ir Force has a research program termed DAIS (Digital Avionics

Information System) exploring the man-machi ne design/performance issues

which arrise when such concepts are employed in advanced avionics sub-

systems. DAIS involves a broad plan of engineering developments and

experimental tests designed to exhaustively investi gate the feasibility ,

advantages, and applicability of several new avionics concepts. The

engineering developments which have led to the feasibility of these

systems have opened up possibilities for aircraft cockpits which are

radically different in terms of configuration , information presenta-

tion , and control mechanics . The extent of these changes is so great

as to call into question the degree to which design principles used in

the past can be appl ied to human engineering questions in new systems.

For example , the proposed use of multipurpose displays and multi-

function switches as primary flight instruments may drastically revise

not only the skill requirements for a pilot, but his workl oad , his

information Input requirements, and the very style with which he

approaches the task of flying. Without dedicated displays , the pilot

is forced to rely much more on memory, and to take a much more active

role in acquiri ng the information he needs in functioning as a con—

troller. No longer will a simple eye movement be sufficient to bring



a requi red piece of information i nto his field-of-view . With the new

systems, he may be required to (1) decide which information he needs;

(2) recall the particular cognitive and motor behaviors, such as codes

and sw itching sequences , which will bri ng up the appropriate informa-

tion ; (3) perform the actual movements to acquire the information ; and

(4) move his eyes to the point of information presentation. In tradi-

tional systems only the first and last of these tasks are required.

The human engineering questions raised by the proposed DAIS and

DAIS-like systems extend farther than the simpl e questions of deciding

which mode of information presentation is best and where particular

instruments should be located. Since information may now be presented

on a sample basis rather than being continuously present, a great number

of questions arise concerning the kinds of Information required by the

pilot during certain kinds of missions. It will be necessary to specify

the ease with which certain types of information should be made avail-

able. For instance, some data will be so critical that it may be

desi rable to cycle it routinely and to display it on a regular basis

whether the pilot requests it or not. On the other hand, some less

critical information perhaps should be made easily accessible but not

routinely presented. Other information may be used Infrequently and at

noncritical intervals , so that its acquisition could be made relatively

complex . The need for Information and the most efficient way to present

— it therefore represents a signi ficant effort in human engineering, and

one without a great deal of precedent In systems such as those being

considered for DAIS.
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DAIS Simulato r Study

The Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL ) has been support-

ing the analysis of DAIS advanced design concepts via man—in-the-loop

experimentation studies. The DAIS simulator cockpit replaces many of

the traditionally dedicated instruments , displays , and subsystems

controls with interactive mul tipurpose di spl ays (MPD ) and mul tifunc tion

keyboard switching (MFK). The mock-up cockpit has a forward station

configured similar to a single—engine , single—pl ace, transonic light

attack aircraft (see Figure 1). The front panel of the cockpi t is

equipped with three CRT-type displays , two serve mul tipur pose func tions
and the center displ ay i s used to present i nforma tion concern i ng bas ic

flight parameters in a moving tape format (see Figure 2). The flight

control display presents current readouts of the aircraft angle of

attack, g-load , indicated airspeed , percent of total throttle, mach

number , vertical velocity , and heading. Information storage and

retrieval can be achieved through the use of the multi-function key-

board and the alphanumeric keyboard located on the left side of the

cockpit. The cockpit also contains a throttle with afterburner switch

(left side panel ) and a center-mounted joystick control which are used,

in combination with the displayed flight information , to “fly” various

maneuvers. Analog outputs from the stick , throttle, and MFI( are

processed by an A/D converter for input to a digita l computer where

further processing is performed . The aircraft motion equations are

simulated digi tally and updated to respond to the most recent positions

of the stick and the throttle. Similarly, switching instructions

16
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conguunicated to the pi lot via audio headsets are entered through the

MFK causing the MPDs to be updated (see Figure 3).

Due to the extensive information retrieval capabilities of the

DAIS configura tion , the pilot now has access to vast amounts of infor-

mation for decision—making which previously must have been either

committed to memory or based upon estimates or perceptions of system

status. Information which is not required by the pilot can be stored

and presented on demand either automatically, as re lated programmed

miss ion events trans pi re , or in res ponse to operator reques ts v ia

manual control actions. An additional advantage exists in that, with a

reduced number of instruments competing for l imited cockp it panel space ,

the multi-purpose controls and displays can now be located in a prime

reach and viewing area.

However , the pilot’ s total workload has now taken on a different

form. He must not only perform fl ight control tasks, but mus t also

simultaneously process discrete interrupts to perform the information

displ ay MFK tasks. There exists the prospect of possible added
V 

activity -- both mental and physical -- required to gain access to
information which is normally present on dedicated instruments. Should

the demand for such activities occur during times of peak operator work-

loa d, the impact on mission success might not be offset by the

increased calculating power, spee d, or accuracy afforded by the

digitally-based systems. It is thi s information-workload tradeoff that

is being investigated by AMRL in Its man-In-the-loop experiments.

Fl ight control variabl es are recorded in terms of the error

between the actual val ues and the command or desired levels. Performance

V
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scores are computed for both the fli ght control alone and fl ight control

performed in conjunction with MFK switching configurations of the

mission. These scores along with data collected concerning discrete

informa tion retr ieval task times are use d to compare and evalua te the
i nformation workload tradeoff of the proposed DAIS system.

Thi s system has been selec ted for study for several reason s :
(1) it appears to be representative of many contemporary man-machine

systems in that it requi res monitoring and discrete information

processing behaviors as well as motor control tasks, (2) preliminary

performance estimates are available, and (3) results of this endeavor

may have Imed iate imp l ications upon ongo ing research and exper imental
stud ies.

DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION

The research effort described herein defines and examines an alter-

nate approach to simulati ng man—machi ne systems such as DAIS. This

approach combines elements of an open-loop continuous optimal control

model with a discrete event-oriented network model . Because many man-

machine systems involve tasks with both discrete and continuous elements,

it is deemed appropriate to explore the relevance and effectiveness of

employing a combined simulation approach as a possible alternative to

traditional methods. This research study is dedicated to that objec-

tive , which includes examining the strengths and weaknesses of such a
combined appl ication as wel l as determining its feasibility.

The following chapter provides a review and critique of ex4sting

model ing methodologies, and outl ines the structure of the al ternative

21
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approach which combines elements of these traditional techniques. The

next chapter relates more details of the DAIS real-time man-in-the-loop

simulation and presents the empiri cal results of the experiment. These

results form the data base for the basel ine model development. The

fourth chapter descri bes the continuous state space model formulation

along with the rudiments of the open-loop closed-loop control model .

The following chapter discusses the discrete task network model struc-

ture for the DAIS system, along with its interaction with the continuous

control model . The results of the baseline construction of the combined

model are presented in the sixth chapter. This includes a surrinary of

the parame ter es timation exerc i se , resul ts of basel i ne model ru ns , and
a di scuss ion of pro b l ems , strengths, and possible impl ications for the

real-time simul ation. The results of employing several different

sampl i ng algoritPuis and schemes in this combined context are explored

in the following chapter. These results indicate that this approach

is both feasible and appropriate for examining man-machine desi gn

issues. A discussion of strengths and weaknesses of the modeling

app roach , a long with sugges ted d i rec tions for future research , comprise

the conclud ing chapter.

22
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MAN-MACHINE MODELING APPROACHES

PHILOSOPH I CAL APPROACHES

Twd approaches to modeling human decision-making and behavior have

traditionally been advocated —- rational man models and cognitive

processing models. Rational man models are normative or prescriptive

model s and attempt to indicate how a person should decide (or should

want to decide ) in a given choice situation . Cognitive processing

dec i s ion models , on the other hand , are descri ptive model s that attempt

to describe and predict actual human choice behavior.

Rationa l man models ar e represen ted by the econom ic and uti l ity

theory models. The theory is not concerned with the problem of how an

individual actually selects a course of action in a situation , but

rather with the problem of determining what course of action should be

taken. This theory of prescriptive behavior indicates how one ought to

behave in complex situations to be consistent with some basic prefer-

ences , jud~~ents, and principl es of so-called rational behavior. The

choice situation is characterized by the existence of two or more

alterna tive courses of action , fo,’ each of wh ich there are two or more
possible outcomes . The theory requi res that the individual making the

choice must know the alternative courses of action . He must also know

the possible outcomes for each of the courses of action , although he

does not necessarily know which outcome will actually occur. In some

cases it is assumed that the individual can assign a probability of
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occurrence and a utility to each possible outcome. According to the

theory, the individual chooses his course of action in such a way as to

maximize the expected utility .

The eng ineer ing “black box” model descri ption appears to be repre-

sentative of rational man models (see Figure 4). The concern is for

the inputs and outputs of the dec i s ion exerc i se and not the i nterven i ng

process (black box). The inputs consist of the possible choice alterna-

tives , possible decision outcomes, utility functions , and both objective

and subjective probability estimates. The single output consists of the

“optimal” al ternative which shoul d maximize the results or payoff in

accordance w ith one ’s utility function . No attempt is made to model

how the decision is made. Rather, the model prescr ibes “what” al terna-

tive to choose.

The descri ptive cognitive processing models attempt to represent

how peop le make dec i s ions , how they rat ional ize the i r choices of

behav ior , how they learn , and so on. They are portrayed by models
- which have a structural or mechanistic correspondence to the decision-

making environment (see Figure 5). They are conducive to flow diagram

or network representations and attempt to capture the adaptive con-

siderations 0f the decision process. Those variables which are thought

to influence the decision process can be included in the model structure.

Probabiliti es may be an important part of the model , but not In the

same sense that they are employed In the rational man models. In those

models they are used to designate the probabilities of the possible

outcomes. In the cognitive models they represent the probabilities of

branching between the different elements of the network structure. The
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POSSIBLE
ALTERNA TIVES “OPT IMAL”

POSSIBLE OUTCOMES ~ ~~ ALT ERNATIVE
UTILITIES
PROBAB ILITES

FIGURE 4. “BLACK-BOX ” MODEL OF RATIONAL MAN THEORY
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output of the cognitive processing model is a prediction of the alter-

native or response selected. This is to be contrasted with the optimal

al ternative that is specified by the rational man models. The cognitive

processing model prediction may in fact be optimal , but in general . it

is an estimate of what he “does ” and not of what he “should do.”

While it could be argued that every system Is a black box at some

level , the key difference extends beyond the level of analysis. Network

models involve certain primitive components (tasks or activities ) which

are organized to produce behaviors . These systems can be designed and

hence can be embodiments of rational structures. The rational man

notions , however , usuall y don ’t examine such questions of realizability .

Both of these philosophies have been employed in man-machine model-

ing exercises. The rational man approach has been primarily advocated

through the use of continuous state analytic models as represented by

optimal control theory. The cognitive processing approach , on the other
hand , has been frequently appl ied in discrete event network simulations .

As can be expected, both have advantages and disadvantages in their

application, and like most techniques , each is more suited to particular

phases of a system than to others. These issues will be discussed in

more detail In the following sections.

OPTIMAL CONTROL MODEL

The underl ying assumption of the optimal control model Is that the

well-trained , highly-motivated controller will adopt an optimal response

strategy, subject to the constraints on the accuracy with which he may

observe state variables and process information. That is , he acts to

minimize some performance criterion or cost function in view of its own
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constraints. The criterion is usually stated as a quadratic function

of error e and control effort u.

The system model is illustrated in Figure 6. The model includes

representations of system dynamics , environmental disturbances , com-

mands , the d i sp lay sys tem, and the “optimal-control model ” for the

human operator. The system dynamics are comprised of the linearized

dynamics of the controlled element and any dynamics associated wi th

measuremen t, control and display systems (also linearized). The equa-

tions for these dynamics are expressed in the state-variable form:

~(t ) = Ax( t) + Bu( t ) + Ew( t ) , ( 1 )

where ~(t) is the n-vector which describes the state of the system,

u(t) is the r-vector of human control inputs , and w( t ) is a vec tor of
white Gaussian noise processes.

The displ ay vari abl es are assumed to be linear combinations of the

state and control variables and are given by the rn-dimensional

“display vector” :

£(t) = Cx(t) 4. Du(t). (2)

The matr i ces , A , B, C, D, and E may be constant corresponding to a

given fixed condition , or they may vary with time to reflect changing

dynamics or displays .

Both random and deterministic disturbances may be treated, although

val idation data are most extensive for random inputs . If the external

forcing functions are rational noise spectra of first order or higher ,

as Is the case , for examp le , for most air turbulence models, they are

represented by white Gaussian noise (
~

) passed through a linear filter.

In such a case , “input states” are augmented to the systems state and

28
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the fi lter dynami cs form part of the A matrix. Deterministic distur-

bances such as constant winds or wind—shears are modeled , essentially,

by adding non-zero mean components to the disturbance vector; any

dynam ics assoc i ated with these di sturbances are accoun ted for in the

manner just described.

Task requirements are stated in terms of a quadratic cost function

of the form

J (u )  E (~~~~~f (~ ‘ ~~~ +u ’ R u + ~~’ ~i)) dt (3)

It i s assumed that the human operator chooses a contro l response that

minimizes J(u), conditioned on the operator ’s perceived observations.

Q is a non—negative definite weighting matri x for the displayed

variables , y, and R is a positive definite weighting matri x for the

con trol inputs u. In general , the cost functional weightir igs can

depend on objective or subjective factors. The cost matrix G on

control-rate (
~

) represen ts, In part, a subjective penalty im~ sed by

the controller on rapid control motions; this term may account

indirectly for physiological limitations on the human ’s bandwidth.

It is convenient to consider the model for the human operator as

being comprised of three parts:

(1) A perceptual model that incorporates inherent human limita-

tions of time-delay and perceptual noise and alters “displayed ”

variables , ~~, into delayed, no i se “perceived” var iables , ,, via the
rela tion

+ v (t-T ) (4)

where t is perceptual delay and is an observation noise vector.
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(2) A “motor ” or output model that accounts for possible

“bandwidth’s limi tations of the human and the inability to generate

perfect control responses , by transform ing “commanded” controls,

into “actual”  control inputs , u via the relation

(5)

where is a “neuro-motor ” lag-matrix and is a motor-noise vector.

(3) An estimation and control-command generation process, con-

s isti ng of a Kalman f i l ter , a least mean-squared predictor and a set of

“optimal gains ” L* (see Fi gure 6) , that models human informa tion

processing and compensation behavior.

The time delay , observation noise, motor no i se, and , to some

extent, the “neuro-motor” lag parameters of the model represent

inherent human limitations that cannot be optimized . Numerical values

for these parameters (or rules for obtaining such numerical values ) V

must be decided prior to the analysis on the basis of past data or

adjusted in an iterative scheme to match human response characteristics

in a particular situation.

The observa tion no i se , v , and the motor noise, v , are lumped-y -in
represen tations of human randomness that accoun t for the comb ined

effects of random perturbations in response characteristics and para-

meters as well as for errors in observation and execution. From the

standpoint of classical describing function theory, the observation

and motor noises may be thought of as a model for human controller

remnan t.

Sheridan (1974) expounds on why the idea of an optimal model Is

attractive. “It assumes that the human operator, when sufficiently
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trained , is familiar wi th his own dynamics , with the control led process

dynam ics , with the statistical nature of his own variability and that

0-f the external disturbances , and wi th the criterion describing the

best control , i.e., the tradeoff between error and control effort.

Thus , if the human operator is intelligent , it is plausible that he

will attempt to behave optimally to the best of his ability to perceive

and remember signals and produce the best control responses.”

One can read i ly see the corres pondence of the optimal control

model (0CM) with the rational man approach. The 0CM is indeed a

normative model in which “optimal” controller strategy is prescri bed.

The rational man utility function concept is represented by the

quadrati c cost function to be optimized . A review of the background

and the current literature of the 0CM fol lows.

The theory of the optima l con troller i s not a new one. Elk ind

( 1956) ma de use of Wi ener ’s optimization theory. Leonard (1960) and

Roig (1962) found that the mean-square error from human tracking data

approximated the mean-square error of various optimal controllers. The

first large—scale attempt at using optimal control theory to model the

human controller was initiated by El kind , et al. (1968). Their study

demonstrated the feasibility of predicting control characteristics and

d i splay requ i rements by systems anal ysis techn iq ues based on optimal

control . What is essentially the current structure of the 0CM was

first proposed by Baron and Klelnman (1969).

The 0CM has been successfully appl ied and demonstrated for a number

of different systems. Kleinman , Baro n , and Levison (1970) showed that

the model could be used to predict performance in three basic tracking
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tasks involving a range of control strategies. Excellent agreement

between experimental data and model predictions of describing functions,

remnant spectra , and state and control variances was obtained . Baron

and Kleinman (1971) applied the model to study the human ’s prec ision

control of a hovering VTOL-type vehicle. The results were compared

with experimental simulator data, and showed excellent correlation in 
V

most cases. Kleinman and Baron (1971) analyzed a piloted approach-to-

l anding task to evaluate pictorial display requi rements. The model and

data agreemen ts were aga i n excell en t and demonstrated the model ’s

ability to predict the time-varying adaptability of a pilot to updraft

disturbances.

Several extensions of the model have also been made. Levison , et

al. (1971) developed a mechanism for predicting task interference in

mul ti-variable tasks (not i nvolving scanning) and for estimating the

relative attentional workload associated within a given task. This

fractional attention model formulation of the 0CM has also been appl ied

more recently in perform i ng di spl ay mon itor ing (K l einman an d Curry ,

1976) and display analysis (Baron and Levison , 1977). Baron and -

Levison (1974) applied the 0CM to data obtained from a simulated anti-

aircraft tracking task. This application demonstrated the capability

of incorporating a time-varying mode.l. A number of additional applica-

tions and studies have been made employing the 0CM. A more complete

discussion of the background , appl ications , and concepts can be found

in an article by Baron (1976).

The strengths of the optimal control approach for modeling man-

machine systems are quite impressive. Its formal and robust
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mathematical structure is a particul arly important attribute and is

especially amenable to engineers familiar with the state space dif-

ferential equation modeling of dynamic systems. The goal-ori ented

assumpt ion of controlle r behav ior is attractive and tractabl e for the

wel l -trained highl y motivated operator. Probably most importantly, in

numerous case stud ies the 0CM has the d i stincti on of being demonstrated

as a highly useful tool for the design and analysis of man-machine

tracking tasks and other closed-loop systems.

There are , however , some severe limitations to the optimal control

approach , especially in light of the trend towards the more supervisory,

planning, and i nformation processing role of the human operator. Baron

and Levison (1977) state that “more work is required to treat the

operator in monitori ng and managerial tasks (supervisory control).”

Certainly the requirement of a continuous state environment is a severe

restriction. Many man-machine tasks dp not meet this structural

cond ition.

Another limitation of the 0CM that woul d apply in multi—ta sk

supervisory systems is the assumption of continuous (or periodic)

sampling of state vari abl es. Because the operator is now performing

other d i screte activ iti es suc h as rad io commun i cations , information

displ ay storage and retrieval tasks, etc., he i s no lon ger in the

position of being abl e to afford continuous monitoring of his displays .

Previous appl ications of the 0CM have assumed continuous updates of all

states variabl es simul taneously. (Levison, et al. (1971) assumed that
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if a var i able was not v iewed d i rectly it was minimally viewed peri-

pherally and simply imposed a higher noise term on those state

variabl es.)

Although it has not been applied in this manner , the 0CM formula-

tion is flexible enough to accommodate asynchronous interruptions for

the performance of discrete tasks. However, its structure does not

allow one to explicitly model cognitive processing and discrete event

tasks. These tasks are much more amenable to representation by network

model formulations as will be discussed later in more detail.

The optimal control approach does not purport to model in detail

or explicitly (structural correspondence) operator behavior and varia-

bilities. Rather, the 0CM tends to l ump those aspects of human behavior

which are poorly understood or which cannot be explained by the basic

model formulation Into the remnant term. This philosophy is best

desc ribed by an excerpt from Kle lnman , et al.  (1970):

Controller remnant is taken to be the component of human
response that is unpredictable in other than a statistical
sense. It is assumed that the various sources of inherent
human randomness are manifested as errors in observing
system outputs and executing control inputs .

This assumption of operator behavior being modeled as “no i se ” terms is

unacceptable In systems where these behaviors comprise a large per-

centage of the operator’s activities and which play an active role in

determining system performance. These behaviors quite often exhibit the

critical system design parameters and we can no longer afford to simply

represent them as noise.

The assumption of linearity is also of question In supervisory

systems. Linearity Is usually interpreted to mean superposition , tha t
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is , linear combinations of inputs imply linear combinations of outputs .

Because of the num ber of d i screte async hronous even ts , this is hard to

conceptualize in the supervisory control situation.

Moray (1976) discusses another problem with Optimal Control models

in that they are based on long—term averages and do not describe

momentary fluctuations in performance. Most stable control systems are

designed to rapidly damp the effects of transients , and long-term

average statistics wi~ l not show much evidence of their existence.

This is an especially severe limitation in applying the model to systems

such as DAIS where it is expected that there may be drastic performance

decrements over short periods of time which could be extremely signifi-

cant but which may not show up in overall mission scores.

Another problem confronting this approach is the uncertainty as to

wha t the opera tor ’s internal subjective cri terion is. Also , what is

optimal with respect to a particular cost functional and set of parame-

ters is apt also to be optimal with respect to another criterion and

parameter set. Sheri dan (1974) suggests that more research is needed

in this area and that in the meantime one should rely on “plausibility ”

arguments. This probl em is symptomatic of all models in which there is

l ittle or no structural correspondence between the model and the system

being represented. The task environment cannot have much say about

criterion when this model is used. In this case math technicalities

are di recting the modeling, not problem substance.
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DISCRETE NETWORK MODELS

A second approach to modeling manned systems is discrete or event-

oriented simulation and is often represented by a network formulation.

In thi s method operator actions and system status changes do not occur

con ti nuously , but rather are in discrete time and state increments.

Discrete event simul ation is highly suited for modeling those actions

whi ch occur on an occas i onal or an aper iodi c bas i s, an d inclu des such

operations as performing communication tasks, selec ting a given radi o

frequency, setting switches, etc. (Fishman , 1973; Zeigler , 1976). A

discrete modeling approach is also ideal for representing the cognitive

and decision-maki ng processes employed by the human operator. Opera-

tions where a sequence or a hi erarchy of activ ity occurs are par ti cularl y

well suited to the discrete approach.

A sequential , task-analytic approach to modeling man—machine

systems has been advocated in the Siegel-Wolf model (Siegel and Wolf,

1969) . Task performance times and branch i n g probab i l iti es are the bas ic

parameters of the model . The model has been applied with good results

a number of times. In one study (Siegel , Wol f, and Ol lman , 1962) the

model was used to analyze Apollo vehicle operator actions and Informa-

tion exchanges. More recently, Bauerschmidt (1976) employed this

approach to compare performance times using an Integrated control/

display design to times exhibited when employing conventional designs.

Network modeling and simulation techniques have been employed in a

wide vari ety of man-machine system analysis efforts. Wortman, et al.

(1976) employed network techniques for evaluating system alternatives

for a Remotely Piloted Vehicle/Drone Control Facility (RPV/DCF) in
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wh ich opera tors mon itor and con trol the fl ig ht of RPV ’s through the use

of visual displ ays and keyboard entry systems. These techniques have

also been used by Purdue University researchers to investigate the

effects of h igher degrees of automati on , different capacities of

process limiting operations, and al terna tive task allocat ions on the

operator ’s idle times in a hot strip mill (Maltas and Buck , 1975).

The Army Research Institute employed task network models to analyze

human system performance in an AN/TSQ-73 guided missile air defense

system opera ti on (Wor tman , H i xson , and Jor gensen , 1978). The Air Force

Huma n Resources Labora tory uti l ized network simula tion techn iques for

eva l ua ting human performance effects on nuclear systems safety in a

m issi le load ing opera ti on (Askren , et al., 1976) . The Aeros pace Medi cal

Research Laboratory is developing network simulation models to analyze

design proposals in a B-52 strategic navigation system involving complex

crew activities and task management (Chubb and Berisford , 1977).

Simon (1957) makes a case for employing psychological theories of

perception and cognition in describing behavior:

The analysis set forth here casts serious doubt on
the usefulness of current economic and statistical theories
of rational behavior as bases for explaining the character-
istics of human and other organismic rationality . It sug-
gests an alternate approach to the descri ption of rational
behavior that is more closely related to psychological
theor ies of perception and cognition , and that is in closer
agreement with the facts of behavior as observed in
laboratory and field.

Network models have been employed in representing numerous psycho-

logical theories (Jacobs, et al., 1973). For example , Randol ph and

Ringelsen (1974) employed network techniques to analyze the teachi ng-

learning process. Hann and Kuperman (1975) developed a network model
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of the theoretical stages of a choice reaction time task. Teichner

(1976) compared the theoretical human performance predictions of an

i nforma ti on process ing task with empi ri call y der ived performance data

using network techniques . Excellent correspondence was achi eved.

Network type models of human performance have been employed by

disciplines other than psychology or human factors; for example , the

artificial intelligence models developed in computer science. In the

preface of his text, Kantowitz (1974) notes that traditional control

theories are used in psychology primarily for skill tasks, wh i le

theories of cognition tend more toward the types of theories used in

computer science , e.g., automata theory.

Perhaps one of the most important aspects of the network structure

is its flexibility in representing dynamic decision processes as a

result of changes in system status. Decision functions need not be

specified a priori , but rather may be designated as a function of

on going events. Thus , dynamically changing control strategies,

sampl ing behav iors , and commun ication activities may all be represented

in realistic fashion via network models. Rare events and emergency

conditions can also be modeled , along with the corresponding operator

response behavior. Peak loads and performance decrement statistics

can now be established ; whereas, in the 0CM most of this behav ior would

have been “averaged out.”

However , netwo,t models are not without problems. The major

problem Is the nona v~ailabIlity of generic performance models and

behavioral data. The model may be richer than data available or

experimentally obtainable. Seldom are experimental results reported
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in a fashion that al lows one to generalize beyond the specific system

under study. See Pew,et al. (1977) for a more detailed discussion of

psychological performance models and issues.

Another problem in considering this approach for modeling the DAIS

system is that,while it appears ideal for representing discrete activi-

ties , the effectiveness of network representations in modeling con-

tinuous tracking tasks has never been demonstrated. (While Kuperman ,

et al. (1975, 1977) successfully employed network techniques in modeling

the DAIS system, the con ti nuous con trol task was only super fici all y

treated.)

DISCUSSION

Obviously, ne ither of the two model ing app roaches is adequa te

within itself for modeling the type of complex , interac tive systems

represented by DAIS in which both types of behavior (continuous and

discrete) are required . Nor can these techniques be used as they stand

to study the design implications of different sampling rules , different

opera ti onal stra teg ies , and task priorities. In addition, these

methods are not Individually capabl e of representing the perceptual and

decision-maki ng aspects of the psychomotor tasks of concern, since

these processes involve the simultaneous performance of both continuous

and discrete operations .
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Singleton (1976) sums up fairly well the dilemma in choosing a

model ing approach:

— Theoretically we feel more secure when we are able to use
a rigorous mathematical approach but , at present , the
available mathematics are tiresomely complex and yet inept
as descriptors and predictors of supervisory performance.
On the other hand , to use the flexi bility of verbal
methods is to invite ambiguity and difficulties of
coninunications .

it is proposed that an approach which combines components of dis-

crete event network models with an open-loop optimal control model be

explored in an attempt to take advantage of the strengths of both

approaches , while eliminating or reducing many of thei r weaknes ses. In

this approach , the conti nuous state (flight control display) sampling

interval would be a dynamic function of system status and other opera-

tor demands . Various samp ling rules and priori ty configurations could

be investigated . Al so , the timi ng and sequencing of discrete events

would be Infl uenced by the control status of the system. Models which

attempt to capture the parallel or simultaneous performance activities

of the human controller can also be examined under this combined

technique.

Combined discrete/continuous simulation approaches have been

utilized in the past. However , while the vehicle dynamics have been

represented in a continuous fashion, the operator is modeled in a

strictly discrete state mode as compared to the combined discrete/

conti nuous mode proposed here. An example of such a model Is an air-

to—air refueling simulation in which a receiver aircraft is being

refueled from a tanker aircraft. The pilot ’s operational tasks of

instrument panel scanning and aircraft velocity control are modeled as
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discrete state events. The vehicle dynamics of both the tanker and

rece iver a i rcraf ts are represented as d ifferen ti al equa tions (Wor tman ,

et al., 1974).

A summary of the structure of the combi ned s imula tion model that

was deve loped , the sampl i ng rules and pr ior ity sc hemes to be exerc ised ,

and the expected results and possible implications of applying a com-

bined approach such as thi s are discussed on the following pages.

COMBINED SIMULATION MODEL STRUCTURE

Two basic maneuver types out of the seven employed in the DAIS

real-time simulation have been simulated : straight and level flying

and a turning dive. These are considered to be the easiest and hardest

flight maneuvers , respectively. An open-loop closed-loop control model

for these maneuvers based on the fl igh t equa tions employed i n the DAIS

simulation has been developed . Conventional optimal control models, in

which the pilot is assumed to be sampling system status variabl es con-

ttnuously (or periodically in the discrete time case). are termed

“closed-loop ” models. The proposed model differs from that above in

that system status sampling is not necessarily continuous nor periodic,

due to the secondary multifunction keyboard tasks imposed upon the

pilot. Therefore, the pilot reads the system status displays only as

time permits and operates in a so—called “open—loop” preprogranined

fash ion between samp l ing.

Figure 7 depi cts the structure of the open-loop closed-loop con-

trol system. The pilot must encode and process information from flight

control displays , mult i purpose displays , and exogenous events such as
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audio switching instructions. The pilot then evaluates this i nforma-

tion as a function of system status demands , applying decision rules

and priority requi rements in determining his selected output control

or switching actions. Some of these actions involve conscious decision-

making on the part of the pilot; others are highly developed psycho-

motor skills required for flight control invo lving less conscious

decision-making.

The operator is performing in a multi -task environment at several

different behavioral levels. He is monitoring displays , processing

information , making fl i ght control inputs , and storing and retrieving

information via the keyboard switching tasks. It is the modeling of

these activities , along with the pilot ’s cognitive , decision—making

processes, to which the models presented herein are addressed . Control

theory approaches, which have done an excel lent job in representing

tracking tasks , have generally ignored the remaining operator behaviors .

The intent of this effort is to propose a modeling approach that pro-

vides for an explicit structural representation of man-machine

performance characteristics.

The decision-making process and the information system, including

the multifunction switching tasks , are modeled via discrete network

techniques . Because of the hierarchical structure of network models ,

the task activities of the pilot may now be represented at many dif-

ferent levels. For example , tasks may be used to indicate discrete

button-pushi ng and dial setting operations . They may also be employed

in representing sequential and/or stochastic information processing

models. On a completely different level , network models are used here
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to achieve desired state variable sampling intervals and priority

schemes. The network structure is desi gned to operate at many dif-

ferent levels simultaneously and thus is capable of representing

sophisti cated man-machine system behaviors. In Its applicati on here,

the network also serves a supervisory role in interfacing with the

open-loop optimal control model representation of the pilot ’s tracking

task. These two model i ng approaches are meshed together to form a

combined discrete network-continuous optimal control model of the

human operator.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The focus of this endeavor is the exploration of the feasibility

0-? a combined simulation approach for man—machine modeling. In the

context in which it is being investigated , this technique is expected

to be valuable in describing total system performance , in evaluating

V 
different model formulations , and in exhibiting tradeoffs between

strategies employed. One goal of this effort is the identi fication of

strengths and weaknesses of the given approach that surface during the

course of thi s exami nati on.

Besides the obvious design implications , It is anticipated that

this approach to simulation could have a great impact upon experimental

procedure and protocol. The exploration of new and varied flight con-

trol strategies and operating procedures could yield fresh Insights

into performance. The system under considerati on Is especially

amenable, since the particular combinati on of flight control and infor-

mation retrieval tasks Is a new one. Therefore, the operating
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procedure and flight strategy taught in subject training are “best

guesses” rather than tried and true performance standards.

To conclude , this endeavor in combined simulation is but an

initial attempt to explore the feasibility and appropriateness of

applying such an approach to man—machine systems. The results of this

research wi ll not allow one to accept or to reject thi s techniq ue, but

rather, will offer insight as to its possible utility and effectiveness.

The following chapter describes the DAIS real-time man-in-the—loop

experiment which provides the data base and a baseline scenario for the

construct-ion of the combined simulation model.
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DAIS MAN-IN-THE-LOOP STUDY: PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

This chapter describes the real-time man-in-the-loop DAIS experi-

ment in sufficient detail for the reader to understand the basic task

requirements and flight conditions . It also presents summary statistics

of the results of the study. These results , coupled with the scenario

and procedures of the experiment, provide the structure for the baseline

simulation model development.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT AND PROCEDURES

Seven different maneuvers were employed in the flight control task.

They are identifi ed in terms of command flight parameters as defii~ed in

Table 1.

TABLE 1
BASELINE FLIGHT CONTROL MANEUVERS

Vertical
Altitud e Velocity Velocity

Maneuver ( f t )  (kt) (ft/mini G Load

1 - straight and level 20,000 500 0 1.0
2 - left turn 30,000 500 0 1.5
3 - right turn 30,000 500 0 1.5
4 — turning dive -- 500 -2500 1.5
5 - stall 20,000 240 0 1.0
6 - turning ascent -- 500 2500 1.5
7 - high-g turn 30,000 600 0 3.0

The subjects were Instructed to “maintain ” these parameters for the

duration of the mission (approximately 200 secs.). Flight control was

scored as a function of the difference between the desired control

parameters and the actual ones. These “delta ” (
~

) values were computed
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every 200 milliseconds . The flight parameters on which scoring was

based were chosen through consul tation with pi lots and other researchers

who were abl e to specify on an experiential basis the minim um number of

significant parameters for each mission , and the importance of a given

amount of error in each parameter. Working from this basis , a com-

binatorial formula was deri ved for each maneuver (Woodruff, 1972).

The specifi c formulas chosen for the maneuvers used i n thi s study are

presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2
MANEUVER PERFORMANCE SCORES

Straight and Level Flying (.01) ~ altitude + (.1) ~ speed
Dive/Climb (.005) ~ vertical velocity + (.1) ~speed
Diving/Climbing Turn (.005) ~ vertical velocity + (.1) ~speed + ~ g-load
Level Turn (.01) ~ altitude + (.1) ~ speed + (1.1)

g-load
NOTE: ~ represents the mean absolute error from the command value .

Four levels of task difficul ty were utilized for the MFK swi tching
V tasks, which required approximately 4, 6, 8, or 12 push-button switch

actions per task. The MFK task was scored on the basis of correct com-

pletion of the switching sequence, total time required for correct com-

pletion , and time per switch action .

Three different configurations were considered : flight control

alone , MFK alone , and the combination of flight control with switching.

Four college students served as subjects for the experiments. Each

received approximately 40 hours of training on the primary flight control

task and at least 20 hours of training on both the secondary MFK and

combined tasks . In every case, training was to asymptotic performance.
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In the flight control alone segment, there were 28 trials per

subject -- four for each of the seven maneuvers. At the beginning of a

trial the subject was told which maneuver he was to fly, including the

flight parameter values to be maintained. Then he was allowed to “fly”

the simulated aircraft unti l he was confident he was prepared to start

the maneuver , which he indicated by pulling a trigger on the control

stick, d~:gnated as the “hotswi tch.” At that point a 200—second trial

began with automatic scoring and termination by the supporting computer

program. There were 30-second intervals between trials.

In the MFK task alone, each subject was also given 28 200-second

trials. There were seven trials for each of the four levels of MFK

difficulty investigated . Thirty-second rest intervals separated trials.

Four different MFK tasks of the given difficulty level were performed

during each trial period . The subject received pre-recorded instruc-

tions via his earphones concerning the task he was to perform. The

instructions were followed by a tone which was the signal to start the

MFK task. The subject depressed a “stop” button on the left side panel

to the right and ahead of the throttle, to indicate he had completed the

MFK task. The experimenter monitored the duplicate displays at his

station to ascertain the correctness of subject action on the MFK.

The combined flight control with MFK session was identical to the

flight control singl e task condition except as follows . Thirty seconds

after the subject’s si gnal that he was ready for scoring of the flight

maneuver to start, the recorded instructions for the first MFK task

were presented . Thus the flight control and MFK single task scenarios

were “overlayed” so that each subject had to divide his attention
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between them throughout the standard 28 200-second trial periods. The

subjects were instructed to give first priori ty to fl i ght control . A

more detailed descri ption of the procedures can be found in Crawford,

et al. (1978) and Brandt (1974).
V A presentati on and di scussion of the analysi s of the DAIS MFK

experiment are provided by Berisford (1975). The appropriate portions

of this effort will be summarized here.

ANALYSES AND RESULTS

Flight Control Performance

The simple fl i ght control scores were subjected to a one-way

analysis of variance using a within-subjects (or repeated measures)

design . Signifi cant differences between maneuvers were found and

further analysis was performed to determine which means were signifi-

cantly different. The results of the analysis suggest that flight

control scores for maneuvers 1, 2, and 3 (straig ht and level , left and

right turns) are significantly different from maneuvers 4 and 6 (turn-

ing dives and ascents). The fl i ght control scores for maneuvers 5 and

7 (stall and high G turn) were not statistically signifi cantly different

from flight control scores obtained in any of the other maneuvers.

The maneuvers were grouped into two classes. The first group of

maneuvers i s composed of maneuvers 1, 2, and 3, and the second group is

composed of maneuvers 4 and 6. Scheffe’ s S was computed to determine

if flight control scores were significantly different for these two

maneuver groups . The results provided the basis for dealing with the

flight control data in subsequent analyses and comparisons in terms of
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two levels of task diffi culty , “easy” and “difficult. ” Means and

standard deviations of performance scores for the two levels are shown

in Table 3.

TABLE 3
FLIGHT CONTROL PERFORMANCE: SINGLE TASK CONDITION

Weighted Error Score
Mean SD

Easy Flight Control 1.09 .17
Difficult Fl i ght Control 5.11 1.51

Mul tifunction Keyboard Task Performance

A one-way analysis of vari ance was performed on the time scores

for the simple MFK switching task (see Table 4), and differences were

found between the levels of task difficulty. A test for linear fit

indicated that the relationship between the number of switch acti ons

required for a task and the total time requi red for its correct

execution accounted for 88 percent of the variability in the data.

TABLE 4
MFK PERFORMANCE : SINGLE TASK CONDITION

MFK Task Time (Sec.)
Difficulty Mean SD

I 3.97 .32
II 5.95 .53

I I I  7.43 .68
IV 9.87 .83

Combined Flight Control with MFK Performance

The dual task was submi tted to a similar analysis. The same

grouping of maneuvers , by difficulty , was observed. Al though mean

flight control error was greater when the flight control task was
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combi ned with MFK tasks, the differences were not statistically sig—

nifi cant. Crawford (1978) suggests that this is probably due to the

small number of subjects (4). The data are sta~narized in Table 5.

TABLE 5
WEIGHTED ERROR SCORES FOR FLIGHT CONTROL ALONE AND WITH MFK

Condition
Single Task Wi th MFK

Easy Flight Control 1.09 1.92
Difficul t Flight Control 5.11 5.85

Similarly, MFK task times generally increased under dual task con-

ditions , although the differences were not statistically signifi cant.

MFK task time mean and standard deviation statistics are presented in

Table 6.

TABLE 6
MFK TASK TIMES (SECS.) FOR MFK ALONE AND WITH FLIGHT CONTROL

MFK Single Task With Flight Control
Difficulty Mean SD Mean SD

I 3.97 .32 4.63 1.78
II 5.95 .53 7.36 2~67I I I  7.43 .68 9.65 3.35
IV 9.87 .83 12.49 3.89

Table 7 contains a more detailed breakdown of the individual push-

button times for each subject and MFK difficulty level .
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TABLE 7

INDIVIDUAL MULTI-FUNCTION KEYBOARD SWITCHING
TASK TIME STATISTICS (SECONDS)

MFK DIFFICULTY LEVEL POOLED OVER
1. 2 3 4 MFK LEVELS

~~
= .98 ~=1.13 ~=1.04 ~=1.08 ~=1.O61

0= .33 a=1.13 0=1.16 0= .83 0= .96

~=1.20 ~=1.14 ~=1.37 ~=1.34 ~=1.332
a .88 a=1.09 a 1.35 o 1.23 0=1.19

I-
LQ -

U,

~ = .84 ~ = .99 ~=1.O3 ~= .86 x= .94
3

0 .53 a= .56 a= .65 a= .73 a= .65

~= .95 ~= .96 ~=1.O1 ~.= .94 xi. .97
4

0= .95 o= .91 0= .77 0= .60 0= .77

OVERALL
STATISTICS

POOLED ~=1.OO ~=1.33 x—1 .11 ~~1.06 i=1 08
OVER
SUBJECTS o= .76 o=1.19 a=1.03 0= .91 a— .93
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CONTROL MODEL FORMULATION

MA THEMATICAL MODEL OF AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS

General mathematical models of the dynamics of an aircraft moving

through the atmosphere have been developed for use in simulations and

design of aircraft control systems (e.g., Etkin , 1972, and Fogarty and

Howe , 1969). For purposes of thi s analysis, the a i rc raft i s modele d

by the simpl ified equations for aircraft dynami cs employed in the DAIS

real-time man-in-the-loop studies . This ai rcraft model was derived as

a f i rst attempt to provide a fa i rl y reasonable and real i s ti c task to
relatively naive subjects. For non-flyers it is a demanding task and

bel i evable. For flyers and knowledgeable engineers, the simulation is

anything but real and represents an expedient compromise to obtain a

workable set up for controlled, laboratory experiments . Despite these

drawbacks , the components of this task reflect representative man-

machine issues and the required operator workload is realistic.

Assumptions

The following assumptions apply to the aircraft model incorporated

in tha s imulat ion:
- The aircraft is traveling at a speed less than MACH 3.

- The thrust vector is aligned with the fuselage reference line .

- The vehicle is a rigid body having a plane for symmetry, I.e.,

the right side of the aircraft is configured the same as the
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left (i.e., same size, weight, and shape of components and

attachments -- fuel pods , weapons , etc.).*

- The atmosphere is at rest relative to the earth, i.e., the

wind is zero.

- The earth is considered a plane fixed in space, i.e., a flat

earth.

- The reference axes are a north, east, and down system fixed

to the earth.

— The side-slip angle is neglected , i.e., assumed to be zero. V

- The aircraft is assumed to be a point mass , in that moments

of inertia are ignored.

- The rate of change of roll angle is approximately proportional

to stick position.

- The equations descr i bi ng angular acceleration are neglected.

- The rate of change of the angle of attack is approximated as

being proportional to stick position pl us a term due to lift .

- The reference frame for the aircraft is a combined wind and

body axes system.

- The rudder Is automatically set to give coordinated turns.

Under the assumptions given above, the very complicated set of

equations for aircraft dynamics given on pages 149450 of Anderson and

Moore (1971) reduce down to the simplified set of equations used in

the simulation. Generally, these assumptions are valid for the mission

* Whil e this is true in many cases, it may not be true for some segments
where a weapon releases from one wing but none from the other.
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segments considered since the aircraft flights are over short distances

and at relatively low speeds. Figures 8 and 9 show the notation for

the angles , forces , and associated reference frames for the aircraft.
The Ai rcraf t Model

The resulting set of simplifi ed equations for the aircraft

dynamics are :

x = v cos -y cos~p ( 1)
= v cos y sin~

p (2 )
= v sin y (3)

3 = U2 (4)

= L s in~~ 5n v cos y

= L c o s 4 -W c o s )’ (6)m y

= u1 + (L/W - 1) (ALl) (7)

u3 (MT) cos c z - D - W s i n y
m (8)

where u1 Is functionally related to the pilot ’ s pitch input

(fore-aft stick movement),

Is functionally related to the pilot ’s rol l  input
(side- to-side stick movement),

and u3 Is functionally related to the pilot ’s throttle settings.

The variable ALl takes on two values :

I ~~ G’
f0t’

~~~~
1

AL 1 (9)
L MING ,for W <l
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L Lift a = Angle of attack = Heading angle

D = Drag 7 = Flight path angle = Roll angle

V = Velocity m = Mass of the aircraft g = Gravitational
constant

MT = Maximum w = Weight of the aircraft (32 ft./sec .2)
thrus t

x

= Earth fixed coordinates

-z

L

FIGURE 8. AIRCRAFT REFERENCE FRAMES
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-z

x

y Body Fixed Coordinates

—z

FIGURE 9. CONVENTIONAL AIRCRA FT EULER ANGLES
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where K Is a scal ing parameter which is used to specify the aircraft

pitching rates with respect to the lift to weight ratio. It has been

assigned a value of 0.9. MAXG refers to the largest allowable positive

acceleration; MING refers to the largest allowable negative accelera-

tion. Chosen properly, MAXG (+15) and MING (-5) prevent the execution

of “Impossible ” turns, dives , and cl imbs. The maximum thrust Is

given by:

MT = EAMT (2327. + 0.172 z - 0.0000031 z2) ~~ (10)

+ 11500. — 0.25 z]

where

( 2, if the afterburner is on

~~, If the afterburner is ofl

and SS is the speed of sound which is a function of altitude.

The aircraft weight (W) is 17,000 lbs. or a mass (m) of 528 slugs.

The drag force CD) is a function of the altitude , veloci ty , and angle

of attack. The lift force (1) Is a function of angle of attack,

al titude , thrust, and velocity. Appendix B contains defining equations

for the drag and lift forces.

The control variabl es (or Inputs) for the model are u1 ( t )  wh ich

controls the rate of change of the angle of attack and Is proportional

to longitudinal stick position, u2 (t) which controls the rate of

change of the roll angle and is proportional to lateral stick position,

and U
3 
(t) which is normalIzed percent throttle.



The state variables for the model are:

z (t )  = Al titude of ai rcraf t (feet)

•(t) = Roll angle (radians)

= Heading angle (radians)

y(t) = Flight path angle (radians)

cs(t) = Angle of attack (radians )

v(t) = Velocity of aircraft (feet/second).

Appendix B contains a more detailed summary of these nonl inear state

equations .

STATE SPACE FORMULATION OF AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS

This section contains the definition and derivati on of the optimal

control problem and its solution. The mathematics of this derivation

i nvolves a number of variable changes and transformations which the

noninterested reader may wish to skim.

The Control Problem

The last section defined the nonlinear aircraft dynamics and pilot

controls. Let £(t) be the vector of system state variables

z(t) = alti tude

• ( t )  = rol l angle
q,(t) = heading angle

£(t) (11)
y(t) flight path angle

~(t) — angle of attack —

v ( t )  velocity
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and let u(t) be the vector of control inputs

u1(t) = angle of attack

u( t) = u2(t) = roll angle (12)

u3(t) = throttle

Then the nonlinear system equation (1-8) can be suiinarized as

j( -t ) = f (.~( t) , u(t)). (13)

The solution to a nonlinear control problem is formidable and has

been successfully employed In only a limited number of cases. There—

fore , a l inearized system representation will be utilized. The

linearization process will be achieved by utilizing the nominal values

for the state equation vari ables and parameters. Some values are set

by the maneuver task definitions (see Table 1). Others are obtained

by determini ng what is requi red for certain derivatives to be zero ,

I.e. , steady state. The rationale for determining the nominal values

for individual variab les employed In the model follows. With the

exception of altitude , the nominal and comand values are Identical.

1. Altitud e (z0)

The nominal values for altitude are based on the average initial

values f rom the real—time man—In—the—loop DAIS experiment.

(SI) z
~ 

18,130 ft. -

(ID ) 20 30,000 ft.

where SI indicates the straight and level maneuver and TD designates

turning dive maneuver. The SL coimiand value Is also 18,130 ft. ID

has a command value of 10,000 ft.
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2. Velocity (v0)

The nominal values are based on the task definitions and are
defined for both maneuvers to be 500 knots/hour = 844.47 ft/sec.

3. Weight (W)

The weight of the aircraft is a constant 17,000 lbs.

4. G-load (g0)

The g-load nominal values are defined by the maneuver command

values .

(SI ) g0 = 1.0

(ID) g0 = 1.5

5. lift (La)

G— load (g) is a function of lift and weight

g = L/W. (14)
Using the nominal value for g—load , a nominal value for lift can be

expressed as

L0 = g0 W (15)

(SI ) L0 = 17,000 lbs.

(ID) L0 = 25,500 lbs .

6. Vertical velocity (vv0)

Nominal values for vertical velocity are determined by the
maneuver command values.

(SI) vv0 — 0.0 ft/sec. 
- 

~

(10: 1500 

ft/m~~~= -41.7 f~~se~ 

j



7. Density (p)

The equation for density is defined in Appendix B to be

p = .002378 (1. — 
Z

) (16)

Substi tut ing z0 for z resul ts in:

(SI) p = .001348

(TD ) p = .001738.

8. Flight path angle

Substituting nominal values for z, v, and y in equation (3)

resul ts in
= v~ sin (17)

Assuming sin

= j /y (18)

is equivalent to the nominal values for vertical velocity defi ned in

6. above. Substituting these into equation (18) produces:

(SI ) 10 
= 0.0 radians

(ID) ‘

~

‘

~~ 

= -.0494 radians.

9. Throttle (u3 )
0

Assum ing that ~ = 0 and cos a — 1, then from equation (8)

u3 M T - D0 -Wsin y =O . (19)
0

Solving for u3 yields
0

D +W sln y
. ° 

Ml~ 
(20 )
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(SI ) u3 = .800 Afterburner off
0

U
3 

= .200 Afterburner on
0

(ID) u3 = .724 Afterburner off
0

U
3 

= .181 Afterburner on
0

10. Dra g (D0)

The drag equation is defined in Appendix B. Substituting nominal

values for v and ~ yields

= .5 p V
0

2 (.0327 + .135 + 1.6875 a0
2)A (21)

where A = area of aircraft = 202 ft2.

(SI ) D0 = 3715.558

(ID) D0 = 5141.409

11. Angle of attack (
~~

)
From Append ix B ,

L = .5 p v2 (.1 + 2.5~ ) A + U
3 

MT ~ (22)

where A = area of aircraft = 202 ft2.

Substituting in nominal values for L, v , and a, and equation (2 0) for

U
3 

yields

= .5 p V
0

2 (.1 + 2.5 ~
) A + (D0 + W sin y0)c&0. (23)

Substi tuting equation (21) for D0 and re—ar rangi ng terms , results in

the follow ing:

(.05 p v0
2 A - L0) + (p v0

2 A( l.26635) + W sin

+ (.0675 ~ 
~~2 A) a 2 

+ (.84375 p V
0

2 A)ct0
3 0. (24)

- 
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Solving this cubic equation determines the nomInal values for a.
(SI) a0 = .030 radIans

(ID) a0 = .041 radIans

12. Roll Angle (~ )
Assuming that ~ = 0, the following relationship can be derived 

V

from equation (6):

L
~ 

cos - W cos = 0

Solving for •~ yields
1 1~w cos ~= cos I

~ 
° (25)

(SI) •~ = 0.0 radians

(ID ) •~ = - .842159 radians

A summary of the nominal values for the state equation variables

— can be found in Table 8.

The lineari zed error states x are derived based on the following

rationale: ~(t) is a function of both x(t) and u(t) and can be

written as

~~t) f(~(t), u( t) ) .  (26)

Both x and u can be expressed In terms of their nominal val ues plu s the
deviation in those values from the nominal. Thus,

x(t) ~~~~ + ~x(t) (27)

~(t) • ~~( t). + 6u(t). (28)

However, at any time t is constant. Therefore,

~~~ 
(~~(t) + 6x (t )) — 

~~~ (x(t)) — ~~ (6x (t )). (29)

H



TABLE 8
NOMINAL VALUES FOR STATE EQUATIONS VARIABLES

VARIABLE STRAIGHT AND LEVEL TURNING DIVE

altitude 18,130 ft. 30,000 ft.

velocity 844.47 ft/sec. 844.47 ft/sec.

weight 17,000 lbs . 17,000 lbs.

g-load 1.0 1.5

li-ft - 17,000 lbs. 25,500 lbs.

vertical veloci ty 0.0 ft/sec. -41.7 ft/sec.

density (p) .001348 - .001738

flight path angle (1) 0.0 radians — .0494 radians

throttle (u3 
) .800 (off) .724 (off)

o .200 (on) .181 (on)

drag 3715.558 5141.409

angle of attack (a) .030 radians .041 radians

roll angle (4 )  ~ .O radians - .842159 radians
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Then, employing equations (26) to (29)

i(-t ) = &c(t) = f(~~(t) + Sx(t), ~~(t) + Su(t)). (30)

The Taylor ’s Series expansion of equation (30) about the nominal values

can be expressed as:

= f(~,, ~
) + iSx + ~.t Su]

+ . . . (31)

However , since the state variables are close to their nominal values ,

all but the first order terms can be eliminated . Thus equation (31)

reduces to

~(t) = f(~0, ~,
) + (.

~~ ~
Sx~ + ~~~~~ 

]. (32 )

The change In u, ~Su is defined as
= 

~~~~~ 
(33)

Substituting equation (33) for Su in equation (32) yields

~~(t) = 
~~~

(.~~0
,

~~~~!0
) + [ - ~ x +~~ (

~~ - .~~
)] (34 )

Equation (34) was employed in deriving the linearized error state

equation defined below .

- 1. Lift

L .5p v2 (.1 + 2.5a) A + u3 MT a

51 p v 0 (.1 + 2.5cs0)A d v +1 .25pv 0
2 A &z (35)

+ u3 MT~~a+MT ct Su.

- 
-



2. Drag

o = .5 pv 2 (.0327 + .135ct + 1.6875a2] A

SD p v0 (.0327 + .135ct0 + 1.6875%
2] A Sv (36)

+ .5 pv 0~ [.135 + 3.375%] A Sct

3. Altitude

I = v sin y

61 (v 0 cos Sy + (sin 
~~

= a1 Sy +a 2 6v (37)

4. Roll

= U
2

5. Headin’g

— 
I sln q (38)— mv cos y

sin~ I cos q I sin$
= my0 cos y0 

61 + :~ C05 ~ 
- 

mv:
2 cos 

~~~

I sin~ sin y
+ 0 0 0 61

my
0 (cos 

y0)

L cos $ L s i n~ sin y
K 0 

~~~~~~ 
0 0

C05 mv~ (cos 2 
~~~

(1,25pv 2A + u~ MI) sin $
+ 0

my0 cos 10
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r-I0 S1~, (.1 + 2 . 5 c s ) A s j n $ 1+ 1 0 + 0 0 ° J a vL m cos 1W0 COS J

+ 
sin $0 M T a s in $0 MTa0

cos y
~ 

~3 
- 

lily
0 cos 

~~ 
~3

= a36$ + a46y + a
5da + a66v + b1U3 + e1u3 (39)

6. Flight path angle

= L cos $
m;

W cos Y -

• cos $ L sin $ W sin 
~= St. - 6$ + my
0
0

L cos $ W cos y0
V - ° 

2 6V 2 6y
my0

-I sln $ W s iny
V a 

o O
S , +  0 61my0

(1.25pv 2 A + u 3 MI) cos $
+

‘fly0

cos $,~ + W cos y
~ + 

pv0 (.1 + 25%) A cos !21 dvV 

L ~~o 
my0

+ 
~~~~ •0 % COS •o MT a0

IflV V~, 

U
3 

- 
1Wo 

U
30

— a76$ + a86y + a9Sa + a106v + b2u3 + e2u3 (40)
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f

7. A~qle of attack -

= u1 + (1/W - 1) (ALl)

= u1 +[-
~ 

- 1] All All

~ l.25 pv 2 A + u 3 MT1
= 

~°6L ° ° -

rp v (.1 + 2 .5a )A 1 .O6 MT a
- . L J S v + u 1

_ w
.O6 MTa Ii 1

+ w °u3 +~~(_ç~._ l ) AIlJ

= - .06 a116a - .06 a126v + u1 - .06 b3u3

+ .06 e3u3 +[.
~ 

- ALl (41)

8. Velocity

u3 (MI) cos a - 0 - W sin y
v = 

m

-U
3 (MI) sin a MT cos a

00 
m t5a+ m 5u3

SD W cos y

m 
O dy

= 
-W cos lo dy [u30MT sin a0 + .5pV 0

2 (.135+3.375 a0)Aj

[
~v0 (.0327 + 

m 
+ 1.6875 a0

2)A
,]
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MT cos a0 MT cos cz0+ In U3 - 
~

= a136y + a146a + a156v + b4u3 + e4u3 (42)

In reality the pilot more likely controls in terms of the “error”
states and not the actual or absolute state values. That is, he -Is

concerned with the difference or error (6.) between the actual state

variable val ues and the command or desired val ues . Let x be redefined

in terms of the error states

dz - - z - z 0
6$ $ - $

~~

6* ~~-q )x : = 0 (43)
dy

a - a
0

dv 
- _ V - v o _

The error state variable relation can now be expressed In the

following linear form

~(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Ew(t) (44)

where A , B, and E are constant matrices, and w is the vector of nominal

disturbances. The entries of A , B, E, and w are determined by equa-

tions (36) to (41). 
-

O 0 0 a1 0 a2
O 0 0 0 0 0

0 a 0 a a a
A :  3 4 5 6 (45)

0 a7 0 a8 a9 a10
0 0 0 0 — .06a11-.0k12

- 

0 0 0 a13 a14 a15
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0 0 0

0 1 0

O 0 b
B :  1 (46)

0 0 b2
1 0 -.06b3

- 
0 0 b4

~~~0 0 0

O 0 0

e 0 0
E =  1 ; (47)

e2 0 0

.06e3 0 1

- 

e4 0 0

U30

0 (48)

(~~~-l) AL1

where ,

a1 v0 cos;

a2 siny 0

a = 
L0 cos $0

3 mV
0 COS y0

= 
L0 sln~~0 sin y 0a4 m v 0 (cos y0)

2

- -~~~~~~~~~ —-



- 

(l.25pv0
2A + u30MT) sin

mY0 cos

—L0 sin,0 pV
0 (.1 + 2.5 a0) A s1n~a6 = 2 + 0

cos my
0 cos

—L sin1
a = _ _ _ _ _

my

W sin I
a =— 

0
8 my

a = 

(1.25pv 0
2A + u30MT) cos

9 my0

a10 = 
-L0 cos 

~ + 
W cos y0 + 

pv0 (.1 + 2.5 a0) A cos
tIN

0 
my0 my

0

a — 1.25pv0
2 A + u~ MT

11 W

p V0 (.1 + 2.5 a0) Aa12 = 
W

-w cos y
a = 0
13 m

a14 = 
—u 3~MT sin a0 - .50v0

2 (.135 + 3.375a0) A

p V0 
-(.0327 + •135 a0 + l.6875 c&0

2) Aa15 = —______________________________________

b = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1 my 0 cos
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b - •0 0
2 

— my
0

MTa
I- = 0
1J

3

MI cos a
I. - 0
4 in

- -sin~~0 MTa0 - be1 my0 cos 10 
— - 1

- C05~~0 MTa0 — be2 — my
0 

- - 2

-MT a
e3 — _______ — - 3

-MT ~~ ae4 = 0 = -b4

In addition to the error states, x(t), the pilot also tends to

utilize the rate of change of the control states, ~i(t), in determining

his contro l inputs . Thus it is desirable to include j~(t) in the

control formulation. Let

ü( t )  = ~ (t )  (49)

where~~(t) is a manipulated variable representing the derivative of

u(t).

Then augnenting equation (44) to include ~(t) yields

[
~~l = [A Bi rx t)l 

+ [01 
~(t ) + [El 

~(t), (50)

L~ t)J L° oJ L’~
t
~J L’J 

— 

L°J
where I represents the identity matrix. 

V 
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However, the state vector x does not incl ude all the displayed

variabl es utilized by the pilot. Vertical velocity and g-load are

both critical variables in that they are the defining parameters of

the maneuvers. On the other hand , the pilot infrequently uses fli ght

path angle and angle of attack. Therefore, it is desirable to form an

equivalent set of states by replacing these two variables with vertical

velocity and g-load in the state vector. Thi s places the state vector

x in a display variable frame of reference. Both vertical velocity and

g-load can be expressed as a function of the original six state

variabl es.

Equation (3) defines vertical velocity as

= v siny .

Assuming sin y y, and using the nominal value for v , 6 vertical

ve locity can be derived from equation (3).

6 vertical velocity = v0 dy. (51)

6 g-load is determined In a similar manner. From equatIon (14)

g— load = L/W.

Then,

6 g—load = 61/W. (52)

Substituting equation (35) for dl yields

6 g— load = ((1.25pv 2A + u, MI) da + pv (.1+2.5 a )A dv0 0 0

+ cso ) Cu 3 
- U

3 ~~

a116a + a12Sv + b3:3 - b3u3 .  (54)



Let ! represent the error state vector of displ ayed variables utilized

by the pilot in making flight control decisions . Then ! is defined as:

62 altitude

5$ roll angle

6* heading
= 6 (55)

V
0 Sy vertical velocity

6L/W g—load

dv velocity

By making a coordinate change and translation in accordance with

equations (51) to (54), the system states x, displayed errors e, and

controls u can be represented by the following linear expression:

[ 1 * 

~x [j - 
~~~~~~~L . (56)

where

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  0 0

o i o 0 0 0 1 0  0 0

0 0 1 0 0 O~~ O 0 0

O 0 0 v 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 I C11 C12

C = 0 0 0 0 a11 a12 j 0  0 b3 =

O 0 0 0 0 1
1
0 0 0 L.O I

— — —  — — —  — — -~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1  0 0

in partitioned
O 0 0 0 0 O m O  1 0 format;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 1
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=
La

Then ,

[
~
} £~~~~~ [:] + 

~x cw !’

..~~~ r~i = ~dt LUJ ~~~

- 

= 
~x 
[(~ 

~~

,

S~~

(

~~~

)÷  (
~
)
~ 

+ (
~
)
~I1 (58)

Substitut i ng equa tion (57) for (
~
) yields

[
~
] = 

~x [(~ 
g) [cx~1(~ )+~~x~

1 
~w !J + (?)n+(~)wj

(59)

rc 11 C1211A Bl[Cii
_
~ _ C

11
1C

12][e] +Lb I JL0 0J 0 I

gcii ~12)(~ ~)Ch
1
~~ 

_C
11 C

12) (:12) +

(:11 
C
12) 

(_
~)J ! 

~i:::” 
C
12J

CO

J 
(60)

which reduces to

[
~
] = [Cl~AC~i

1 

~
C1i 1i

4Ci2 +C ilB]Le
J

+ 
[

~~~ 1~~ l~~~~2:~~18]W +[

~
]
~ 

(61)
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In order to simplify notation let

A = C11 A C 11
1

B = —C11 A C11
1 C12 + C11 B

Then equation (55) can be rewritten as

C ~ 
= C ~ ~ 

+ ~ + 
C~ 

~ì. (62)

In order to “close ” the system, that is , to make w an endogenous

state of the system as opposed to being an exogrnous variable, the

followi ng state augmentation is made :

rA B - Bire l rol
I a I = I 0 0 0 H u I + I I I n. (63 )
L*J LO 0 O JLw J L°J

~, is assumed to be zero since w is constant over any interval of
interest (see equation 48). Now let

V = u -

Then ,
j  = u = n, since~ i = 0.

Therefore,

d 1-e l  - d re

~~L~J 
-

r~~~~~1re 1 E al
: 1 0 0  0 1  I v + w I  + J  l I n  (64)
LO 0 OJ Lw J LOJ

I
-~~~~~ V V

F 

‘ U .



which reduces to

r~i rA B ol rel rol
I v I I 0 0 0 I I v I + I I I n .  (65)
L~J L° o Oj LW J L°J
Because equation (65) Indicates that e and i are not functions of V

w, w need not be considered with ! and v.~ Therefore, for purposes of

the control problem, the following system representation will be

employed:

Ce] = C~ ~J c’J + W ~ (66)

letting

A = [
~ ~ ~ 

= [?1 , and~=[:.] V

equation (66) can now be written as:

X (t ) = A X  (t) + B~ (t) (67)

The system Is now In the standard , well-known linear system form.

The objective now is to find a control input r,(t) which minimizes

the system error without the excessive use of control energy. The

attempt Is to represent the behaviors of the operator who is solving

q ‘afliemcss th Initial conditions of ~~~, but nothing else.

7,

L - 
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the control problem . These considerations; pl us mathematical tracta-

bility requirements , l ead to a performance function to be minimi zed of

the form

J = 

~f (X (t )~QX ( t )  + nT(t) R~(t)) dt (68)

where Q and R are weighting matrices which take on the same meaning

here as in the optimal control model described earlier.

It is desirable to optimize the system over the i ndefinite future

since it is assumed that the control problem will not ch~ige over the

interval of interest. Therefore, the integration interval ranges from

t = t0 (the present) to t -
~~ (the future). The infinite optimization

interval results in a time invariant control policy, not constant

control inputs. It assures that if the control problem is well-posed ,

the system error will remain near zero after the initial transient

response.

Solution to the Control Problem

Since the system descri bing equations are in the standard form, the

performance function J is minimized by a control of the form (see

Athans and Faib , 1966).

~(t) = -R~ ~
T K X(t) (69)

where K satisfies the following algebraic Riccati equation

K A + A T K = K B R 1 BT K + Q  = 0. (70)

If K Is partitioned as

K = 
r K ll K12

L 
K21 K22

80



Then ,
rK11 ~121 re (t)1

n (t )  = R 1 [0 1] 
[K21 K22j  [v (t)j (71)

- 
1 1 re (t)1

= (—R 1(21 -R K22) [~ (t)j 
( 72)

re (t) l
= (K 1 K2) I I ( 73)

v (-t)

where K~ = -R’
~
1K21 and

K2 = -R 1K22.

Subst i tu t ing equation (74) for r~(t) in equation (67 ) yields

~(t )  = A x(t) + B ~(t)

- — rol re (t)
= A (t) + I I(K 1 K2 ) I

L’J U’ (t)
1 (0 o\1

= 
[A 

+ (
~K1 K2) J ~

.(t). (74)

Then , substituting the original values for A and X into equation (74)

produces

d [el = 
[
~ ~1 [el (75)

L° oJ L~J~
81
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Re-turning to the full augmented system formulation, the closed—loop

optimal response solution can be written as

re l  r~ ~ 01 rel
~~~ I v i  = 1(1 K 2 0 1  l v i .  (76)

L W J  L° 0 OJ LWJ

The objective now is to have a control law dependent only on dis-

played vari ables and in the form least sensitiye to “errors ” (bias ,

or constant disturbances). The following change of vari able and trans-

lation accomplishes this objective.

Define a new var i able ~ as

= - G e + u

= -Ge + v + w. (77)

Then , in augmented form,

1-e l 1-I 0 01 re l
y = — G I I 

J 
v 

J 
. (78)

Lw J La a iJ Lw J

Equivalently,

1-el r’ 0 °1 1-el
~ = G I — I J J y f .  (79)

LwJ Lo 0 IJ LwJ
Then ,

~~~~~~~ V
VL-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ : 

- -~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1~ 

= 

d1
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(80 )



Substituting in equations (76) and (79) yIelds

r~i r~oo 1 r~ ~ o~~p 0 Ol rel
I~~I I ~~h h I J K l K2 0 I I G I _ h I I y I  (81)
L~~J L 0 0 0J LO  0 OJL 0 0 IJLw J

A A

B O~~~~I 0 o~~re1
= J -GA+K1 -GB+K2 ~ G I - I 

~ 
(82 )

L O  0 O JLO 0 IJLwJ

-~ ~~re~
= I -GA+K1+(-G8+K2)G -GB+K2 GB-K2 ~ 

. (83)
L o  0 0 J LwJ

At this point , it is desirable to solve for G such that

-GB + K 2 = 0. (84)

This reduces the second part of the (2,1) entry as well as the (2 ,2)

and (2 ,3) entries of the coefficient matrix In equation (50) to zero.

This is advantageous in that now y is a function of only e, and not y

and w. Therefore, only an initial value of y Is required , and without

the need for measuremen t, less error is Introduced into the model and

a “proportional and integral” control law results.

The optimal solution which satisfies equation (84) is defined by

G (
~ (~

T~)1 ~T (85)

Equation (83) then reduces to

e A+~G ~ .4 e )

~ Ed :J C ~ 
(86)

which Is clearly in proportional and Integral form.
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Equation (86) provides a deterministic representation of the

optimally controlled system, including the perfect human operator.

However, this model assumes that the pilot has both perfect i nformation

about system states and that he executes control inputs with perfect

accuracy. This is unrealistic, and an attempt will be made to

represent uncertainties In the system by adding zero mean Gaussian-

distributed white noise terms. Thus a stochastic process model is

introduced which includes the above model pl us three noise terms.

rel r A+BG B B~~
Let x = y ( an d A = .~A+K1 0 0 ( . (87)

Lw J Lo o oJ
Then, adding a noise term, ~~~~~, to represent the error in the lineariza-

tion process , equation (86) becomes

X = A X + ~~~, (88)

The covariance statistics over any two time points s and t for the

linearization error £.e are defined as

E [~~(s) ~~
T (t)] f 

~~~~~ 
6(t-s ) .  (89)

A second error,g~. is introduced by the reading error in updating the

displayed variables . Let e represent the best estimate of e. Then

(90 )

The mean statistics for are assumed to be zero and the covariance

statistics are defined in similar fashion to those of

E [~~(s) ~~
T(t)] ‘

~d 
6(t—s). (91)
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A third error term,~~, is required to represent the pilot ’s

control input errors. It too is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian

distributed . Then,

U = G(e + 
~~ 

+ + (92)

The control input error covariance statistics are defined as

E [k(s) C
T(t)] = 

~ ~~~~ 
5(t—s). (93)

Equations (88) through (93) completely define the closed—loop

control solution. A Kalman filter estimator of state variabl e values

was deemed beyond the scope of this problem, and therefore was not

constructed.

The Open—Loop, Closed-Loop Control System

Typically, one would stop at this point in the development, having
presented a control model and its closed—loop solution. However, in

contrast to the traditional optimal control model , it is assumed that

information about the system states is availabl e only periodically to

the pilot ; continuous sampling is not an option. In between samples,

the control system operates open—loop. Estimates of the mean and

covariance statistics of the error states are made by a “forecasting”

system. The open-loop, closed-loop control system should not be con-

fused with a sampled-data control system. In sampled—data systems, a
discrete control input Is computed from each sample of the displayed

state variables and held at the same value for the whole interval . In

this system, the pilot continues to make control inputs between samples

based upon the best availabl e estimate of the state of the aircraft.

If the control model were to include an isomorphic model Of the aircraft,
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and if the forecasting System could make perfect predictions of future

states, then there would be no need for sampling. This open-loop,

closed-loop type of control system has been successfully employed by

Wilike and Miller (1974) in a production planning and control system

model .

Because in the DAIS system the pilot has other tasks such as MFK

switching to perform in addition to his fl i ght control , he canno t con-
tinuously sanyle the system status displays . The pilot reads the state

vari able displays only as time permits and operates -in a so—called open-

loop preprogranii*d fashion between sampl i ng. Thus, between samples

updated conditional estimates of e and ~ (termed ~ and ~~~~,

respectively), as well as the state variabl e covariance statistics

are determined by the forecasting system.

This forecasting system is based on the stochastic process model

defined by equations (88) to (93). The density function of a Gauss-

markov process is completely described by two deterministic functions ,

the mean value vector x(t) = E[x(t)], and the covarlance matrix

V(t) = E {E~(t)—E(x(t))] [.~(t)—E(x(t))]
T }. The derivations of these

two functions follow.

Writing equation (88) in system transition matrix format yields

t
x (t ) = •(t) ~~~~ 

+ f • (t , s) 
~e (s) ds

where indicates the known initial val ues of the state vector x.
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Then the expected value of x(t) conditioned on the value of

can be expressed as

t
E E.~(t)I~~] = E [~(t) 

~ +f • (t , s) ~~(s) ds) (95)
0

t
= E [~ (t) i~,I 

+ E [f • (t , s) ~~(s) ds) (96)
0

t
= ~(t) E(~~) + f (o (t , s) E(g.~(s) dsj. (97)

0

The error term is assumed to have a zero mean Gaussian distri-

bution . Thus , E [~~(s)] = 0. Therefore, equation (97) is reduced

to

E E~(t)I.~ ] = ~(t) E (k) - (98)

However, since is a constant,

E [~(t)~~~] = ~~t) ~~~~. (99)

Define

E [x .(t)I~~] 
= in(t). (100)

This equation coupled with equation (99) implies that the condi-

tional mean of x(t) satisfies the equation

th(t) = A rn(t) (101)

where A Is defined as in equation (87).
Assume that state variable samples are taken at time points

t , t , . . . t . Then the observed states can be represented
S
1 S2 

Sn
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as x(t ) ,  x(t ) ,  . . . x(t~ ). In between samples , equation
n

(101) is used to determine the current best estimate of rn(t).

That is , for

t .~ t < t
~1+1

rn(t) = ~(t-t ) x(t ). (102)
Si S i

Figure 10 illustrates an example time history of the forecast-

ing process where state variables are sampled every n time un its.

At time zero, the state variabl e ~ kes on a val ue of x0. For

O < t < n , equati on (101) determines m(t). At time n , a new state

vari able sample x1 i s taken. The forecasting system then adjusts

itself and makes x1 its best estimate of m . Thi s process con tinues

with new samples being taken every n time units and conditional

estimates being computed between samples . Figure 10 also displays

the true state trajectory over time.

2. Covariance

This section derives the covariance relationship for the dis-

played state vari able vector e, where e is defined as in equation

(55). In general , the covarlance of any vector x(t) Is defined as

V [x(t)] = E {[~(t) - E (x(t)) [x(t) - E (x ( t ) ) ] T}. (103)

Recall that from equation (62)

é(t ) = A !(t) + B u(t) + 
~e(t)

~ 
(104)

Substituting conditional estimates of the means for ! and ~ into

equation (92) yields

~ (t)  = G~~(t) + ~~ t) + .~~(t). (105)

88 
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Then

V [.~(t)) = E {e(t ) — E (e(t ))] [e(t) - E (e(t))] T}. (106 )

However , the expected values of the error states are zero. Thus,

E [e(t)] = 0. (107)

Equation (106) then reduces to

V [e( t)] = E [e( t ) eT(t)]. (108)

Let

t) = e(t ) eT (t) (109)

Then ,

~(t) = j( t) eT(t) + !(t) ~
T (t) (110)

= (A e( t) + ~ u(t) + ~~(t)) eT (t)

+ e( t) (eT(t) gi + uT (t) ~T 
+ ~~

T ) (111)

= A X ( t) + ~ u(t) e
T (t) + 

~e(t) eT (t)

+ X(-t) AT + e(t) uT (t) ~T 
+ e(t) c~

T (t). (112)

From equations (108) and (109)
= E [X (t )] . (113)

V 
- 

A theorem from probability theory (see Parzen , 1962) states that

E [X( t) J = -
~j~

- E [~ (t)] . (114)
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Using equations (112) to (114) the covarlance derivative can be
expressed as

V( t) = A V(t) + B E ~~(t) eT(t)] + E E.~~
(t) !

T(t)]

+ V( t ) ~T 
+ E te(t) u(t)T] BT + E [e( t)~~T(t)]. (115)

E [~~(t) eT(t)J and E [!(t) u(t)T] need to be determined.

Using transition matrix notation , e(t) can be rewritten as

e( t) = ~(t , t0) e (t0)

+ .r~(t , s) ~ (~~~(s) + 
s

(s) + £~
( s ) )  ds

V + f~(t , s) ~~(s) ds (116)

Then ,

E (e(t) ~~
T (t)] = E [~ (t, t0) e(t 0) ~~

T (t)]

+ E [.ç~(t, s) B [G ~~(t) + 
;(t)]cu

T(t)ds

+ E [f ~ (t ,  s) B C ( S) C T(t)ds

+ f E  [~(t, s) Le(s) ~~
T (t)ds . (117)

If the noise on u(-t) Is independent of the noise on !(t), and If

is assumed to be zero, then the first three terms of

equation (117) go to zero. Then ,

E (e(t) ~~
T(t) ] = f . ( t ,  s) E t~~(s) T(t)] ds (118)

~~~~ - 
V
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Substituting equation (89) for E [~~(s) ~~
T(t)] yields

E [e(t) ~~T( t)] = ;~o(t, s) V (t) ~( t —s )  ds (119)

= 

~ ~~~~~ 
(120)

The next step is to determine E [~(t) u(t)
T].

!(t) uT(t) = ~(t , t0 ) e(t0) u
T(t)

+ f ~ (t , s) B (u(s)) uT (t) ds

+ ;~(t, s) 
~~~ 

uT(t) ds. (121)

From equation (105)

( )  T(t) = (~~ (s) + ,(s) + C (s)) (~~T(t)GT

+ rn T(t) + € T(t)) (122)

= ~~(s) rn T(t)GT + Gm (s) rn T(t) +

+ in (s) rn T(t)G T + rn (s) rn T(t) + rn ( s)~
T(t)

+ c (s) rn T (t)GT 
+ ~~( s ) rn T (t) + ~~(s)~

T(t) (123)

Taking the expected val ue of equation (123), all but the last term

go to zero. V Thet is ,

E I~ (s) uT (t)i E [~ ( )  T (t)] (124)

LS.LVV V~~~ 
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= f~~(t,s) V (t) S(t-s) ds (125)—€u

= Fi~~(t). (126)

From equation (121),

E [e(t) uT(t)] = E E!(t0) ~
T t

+ E [B (u(s) uT tn

+ E (h(s) uT(t)] (~~7)

However, E E!(t0fl and E (.~e
(s)] are both zero. Therefore,

E (!(t) uT(t)] ~ E [u(s) uT(t)] (128)

Substituting equation (126) for E (a(s) uT(t)] yields

E [e(t) uT(t)] 4 B V (t). (129)

Plugging the results of equations (120) and (129) into equation

(115) produces

V( t) = A v(t)  + ~ ~ v
T(t) ~~ + 

~

+v (t )  AT + 4 B y ~~(t) ~
T +i

~~te
(t)• (130)

Combining tenns,

!(t) - A~ t + 1(t) ~T + BL Ct) ~ + V (t). (131)
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Between samples equation (131) serves the same purpose for the

covariance propagation as equation (101) does for generating the mean.

The computed value of the covariance In equation (131) forms the new

best estimate for the next update. This is an attempt to model a

situation in which the pilot has some knowledge of the system status

and aircraft behavior even though he is not sampling continuously due

to other task demands.

Upon taking a sample of one or more state variabl es , the mean

value vector rn(t) of the displ ayed variable(s) just read is

re— initialized to the sampled values. Similarly, the covariance matrix

V(t) is also re—initialized . Since the pilot has perfect information

about the state vari ables sampled , wi th the exception of the display

reading error , the covariance terms of these variables are set to the

variance of this displ ay error, V . Until the next sample occurs, the
~
C
d

state variabl e means and covariances are conditionally updated. The

flowchart in Figure 11 suninarizes the implementation in the program

software.

The ai rcraft state variable equations , along with the logic for

updating mean and covariance estimates, are programed in subroutine
STATE. A detai led description of the task network model and how it

Interacts with subroutine STATE is included in the next chapter.

-
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DISCRETE NETWORK MODEL

OVERV IEW OF SAINT SIMULATION CONCEPTS

SAINT, Systems Analysis of Integrated Networks of Tasks, is a net-

work modeling and simulation technique designed to assist in the

analysis of complex man-machine systems. SAINT provides the conceptual

framework for representing systems that consist of discrete task

elements, continuous state variables , and interactions between them. A

graphical-network approach to modeling is taken , whereby a user of SAINT

describes the system to be analyzed via a network model . The SAINT

computer simulation program accepts a description of the network to be

simula ted and automatically performs an analysis to obtain statistical

estimates of system performance.

Because of these features, SAINT Is considered to be an ideal tool

for use in this simulation study. SAINT Is fully docunented in Wortman ,

et al. (1978, a and b), and Duket, et al. (1978, a and b). Following is

a discussion of those SAINT concepts pertinent to this study.

Discrete Model Component

The discrete component of the SAINT model Is prepared in a network

form consisting of nodes and branches, each node representing a task. A

task is defined as any goal-directed activity consim~ing a fini te amount

of time and may be described at any level of detail desired. Tasks

are described by a set of characteristics (e.g., performance time

duration , priority, resource requirements). Branches connecting the
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nodes indicate precedence relations and are used to model the sequenc-

ing and looping requirements among the tasks . Complex precedence

relations have been designed into SAINT to allow predecessor-successor

relationships which are deterministic, probabilistic, and conditional.

Resources , eithe, hi.m~an operator or hardware equipment , perform the

tasks in accordance with the prescribed precedence relations, subject

to~resource availability . In addition to specifying predecessor-

successor requirements among tasks , the precedence relations indicate

the flow of Information through the network. Information is organized

into packets with each information packet containing attributes that

characterize the information being carried. The information packet can

characterize items flowing through the ietwork , signals being processed

by the network, or any other concept related to network flow. Informa-

tion attribute values can be assigned or modified at any task In the

network and can influence both task performance times and task branching

relations. Other attribute types include those used to describe

resource characteristics and system attributes , wh ich are globa l in

nature.

Each task in a SAINT network has two requirements which must be

satisfied before the task can be performed. First, a speclf4id nianber

of predecessor tasks must be completed before the task is released .

Second, once the task has been released , the resource required to per-

form the task must be available (I.e., they are not busy performing

other tasks). All tasks which have been released (all predecessor

requirements have been satisfi ed) but whose required resources are not

availabl e are ranked in a queue according to their priority. Task

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~ ~



priority may be assigned at the start of the simul ation and may change

dynamically as a function of system parameters and contingencies. When

the required resources are made available due to task completions , the

tasks in the waiting queue are started. The time to perform a task may

be specified as a random vari able defined by a probability distribution.

SAINT supplies the user with eleven different distributions (Normal,

Gama , Beta, We ibull , etc.).

Frequently the task performance time is also a function of the type

of task , the resource or resources performing the task, the status of

the system, or the condition of the environment at the time the task is

executed. SAINT provides for the specification of factors which

infl uence task performance via user—written moderator functions.

Examples of such factors incl ude fatigue , operator proficiency, and

hardware reliability . In addition to moderator functions , user-written

functions (subroutine USERF) can be developed for specifying attribute

assignments. Both types of functions are written in FORTRAN or a

FORTRAN-compatible language.

Thus SAINT provides for the development of dynamic and realistic

system simulation models. Contingencies , decision-maki ng, and emergency

conditions can be represented via SAINV s flexible attribute assignment

and branching logic.

The basic symbol used to model a task in a SAINT network Is illus-

trated in Figure 12. The input side 0f the node reflects the precedence

requirements for releasing a task. The number of requirements for
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releasing a task the first time is on the top (PR1) and the number of

requirements for releasing a task on subsequent times is on the bottom

(PR2).

The center portion of the task symbol shown in Figure 12 contains

all task description information , such as performance time characteris-

tics, statistics to be collected , and attributes to be assigned . It is

subdiv ided into rows, with each row containing a specific type of

descriptive information about the task.

The output side of the node contains the task number (TSK). In

addition , the shape of the output side indicates the branching operation

to be performed upon task completion . It specifies the process to be

employed in selecting the successor tasks whose precedence requirements

should be reduced by one. The four branching types included in SAINT

are deterministic, probabilistic, conditional take-first, and conditional

take-all. Their shapes are depicted in Figure 13. Conditions may be

based on task completion , simul ated time , or attri bute values.

Continuous State Variable Model Component

The second component of a SAINT model is the state vari able descrip-

tion . While variables describi ng the task-oriented model component ,

such as resource busy/idle status , change values at discrete points in

time , state variables change values continuously over time. The SAINT

user defines these state variables by writing the algebraic, differe flce,

or differential equations that govern their time-dependent behavior.

The SAINT user writes the state vari able equations in a FORTRAN sub-

routine (subroutine STATE). SAINT employes a Runge-Kutta-England (RKE)

numerical algorithm to integrate the differential equations of subroutine

100 
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STATE. The RKE algorithm obtains a solution to a set of simultaneous

first order ordinary differential equations. Higher order differential

equations can be modeled by placing the equations in canonical form.

In SAINT, simulated time is advanced in accordance with the type

of system being modeled . If no state variables are included , simulated

time is advanced from one task completion to the next. When state

variables are included in the model , time is also incremented in steps

between scheduled task completions for the purpose of updating the

values of the state variabl es. The step size is a function of user-

specified accuracy requirements.

Discrete and Continuous Component Interactions

In addition to the individual discrete network and continuous state

variable components, SAINT provides a number of concepts for modeling

i nteractions between the two components. The interactions between

tasks and state variables are initiated either by tasks being completed

or by state variables crossing specified threshold values . Upon the

completi on of a task, state variables may be discretely regulated by

increasing or decreasing their values . In addition , task completions

can change the values of logical variables which can be used to alter

state vari able equation forms or the network structure. In this manner

the discrete task-ori ented component of the model affects the conti nuous

state vari able component.

Threshold crossings by state variables can signal or initiate

tasks. Thus the values of state vari ables can infl uence task



performance characteristics and precedence relations. Threshold cross-

ings can also change the values of logical variables which , in turn,

can be used to alter equation forms or change task precedence.

Many of these SAINT concepts will be illustrated in the following

sections which present a detailed description of the SAINT network

model constructed for the DAIS system.

DAIS NETWORK DESCRIPTION

A discrete task network was constructed for the DAIS system employ-

ing the SAINT symbol set. The network Is used to represent several

concepts withi n the model . First of all , it designates the ti~ning and

sequencing of the maneuver segments. That is, it models the time dura-

tion of the flight control alone segment, followed by the switching

instruction , and finally, the MFK task sequence. Secondly, it is used

to model the discrete activities of the pilot, which at this time are

the MFK switching tasks. These task times are based on the empiri cal

button-push time statistics collected in the DAIS man-in-the-loop simu-

lation. A third role of the network is to represent di fferent state

variable display sampling algorithms. The network models the execution

of these algorithms and initiates the interaction with the state

variabl e module. The final function of the network is to access the

scoring , statistical collection , and plotting routines at the proper

intervals.

The basel ine SAINT diagram Is portrayed in Figure 14. Recall that

the numbers at the left 0f each node represent task precedence require-

ments and that the number at the right of each node is the task number
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(see Figure 12). In the center portion of the node, four of the SAINT

descriptors have been employed: (1) LABL indicates an 8—character

maximum task label or title; (2) TIME presents the assigned task execu-

tion time, with SC indicating that the task time is constant. The

number following SC is the time assigned to the task. DS designates

that the task time is a random vari able. The number following DS is

the number of the di stribution set (a SAINT input) where the time

distribution statistics for this task are located ; (3) AlAS specifies

that an information attribute assignment is to take place and includes

the number of the information attribute to be assigned and the USERF

number where the logic for the assignment can be found; (4) PREC desig-

nates that the processing of this task takes precedence over any other

task. This is used to insure the correct ordering of statistical

collection.

This network models a system representation whi ch assumes that

state variable sampling is not interrupted by the MFK switching tasks

and is designated as Case 1. Network representations for other system

configurations will be detailed in later sections. A description of

the individual tasks follows :

Task 1, labeled “HOTSWITCH” depicts the man-in—the—loop action in

which the subject depressed the hotswitch to indicate that he was ready

for scoring to be initiated on the maneuver. Here it represents a

stabilization period and allows the state variabl es to approach the

coninand values before fl ight control scoring coninences. The task time

is fixed at 10 seconds. Upon completion , User Function (USERF) is

called to set the proper switches for scoring.
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The flight control alone segment of the mission is represented by

Task 2 (FIT ONLY). As in the real—time simulation, its duration is 30

seconds. At the start of this task, USERF designates to the scoring

routine to begin collecting data in the “flight control alone” mode.

Upon coi~i~letion of this 30 second segment, the pilot is issued an

MFK switchi ng instruction . In the DAIS simulation this instruction

averaged three seconds, and thus this is the time assigned to Task 3.

While this task time could have been modeled using a probability dis-

tribution rather than a constant, it was not deemed to be an important

parameter of the model. At the completion of the task, USERF is called

to initi ate the computation of the score for the “flight alone” phase

and to indicate that the multi—function switching task sequence is about

to begin.

ThIs MFK sequence is modeled by Tasks 4 through 7. These tasks are

repeated for a total of eight switching tasks. In the real—time simula-

tion , the weighted average number of switch closings , pooled over the

four task difficul ty levels and subjects, was 7.59. Thus eight was

chosen as a representative number. The mean and standard deviation for

an individual switch closure pooled over maneuvers , subjects, and MFK

difficulty levels, were found to be X 1.08 and a 0.93 (see Table 7).

A normal distribution with these values as the parameters is use” ~or

all the switching tasks. Both the number of tasks and the parameters

employed could easily be changed to reflect variations In the switching

sequence caused by such things as the type of Instruction, the level of

diff iculty, and individual differences. In many instances, these

differences would be extremely Important for evaluating design variations
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and di fferent system configurations. At this point in the DAIS modeling

exercise, it was not considered to be a critical issue.

At the second completion øf task 7, USERF is called to induce

scoring of the switching sequence. Information attribute 5 (IA 5) is

updated in USERF to indicate the number of times task 7 has been per-

formed. IA 5 is set to 0 if the sequence of four tasks has been per-

formed only once, and in thi s case task 7 branches back to task 4 for

another performance of these four tasks. A value of 1 in IA 5 indicates

that the MFK switching sequence has been completed and task 7 branches

back to task 2, “FIT ONLY ,” for another cycle in the maneuver.

Tasks 10 and 11, which appear on the second page of Figure 14, are

used to implement the state variable sampling algorithms and rules.

Task 10 specifies a code that determines which variable or set of

variables is to be sampled . This code is placed in IA 6 by USERF. If

no variables are to be sampled , the code is set to zero, time advances ,

and task 10 is repeated. If IA 6 is non—zero , task 16 is started. The

variable(s) i ndi cated by the code i n IA 6 are sampled by call i ng the

appropriate sampling routine indicated in USERF. The specifics of the

sampl ing algorithms employed will be described in detail in later sec-

tions. Task 16 branches back to task 10 to determine the next state

variable sample to be taken. The time distributions of these two tasks

are parameters of the model and are varied as a function of the type of

maneuver. Sensitivity analysis was performed on these parameters and

will be described in later discussions .

Task 9 triggers the collection of flight parameter data used In the

formulas for scoring flight control performance. Subroutine SCORER is
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,

called from USERF and computes the differences between the actual and

the coninand values for the pertinent variables. As in the real—time

simulation, these measures are taken every .2 seconds. Thus task 9
I.-

has a time duration of .2 seconds and continually repeats Itself in

cyclic fashion.

The SAINT simulation package contains a plotting routine which

facilitates the user in obtaini ng graphical and l abular output of system

variables over time. Task 13 collects and stores flight variables such

as altitude, veloci ty, g—load , vertical velocity, etc. in a format com-

patible with the plotting routine. Task 13 cycles every .2 seconds and

employs USERF to call the plotting routine.

A maneuver lasts 200 seconds. Task 11 is used to implement this

timi ng requirement. At the completion of this task, USERF calls the

routines which compute mission statistics (histograms, means , standard

deviations) and initiates the state variable plots. Task 11 branches to

task 12, a si nk task, which signals the end of the simulation.

SAINT/DAIS MODULES

The NETWORK Is only one of several modules in the combined discrete/

continuous DAIS simulation model . Figure 15 presents an overview of

the functions of the modules and their interactions. At the beginning

of the simulation , SAINT calls INTLC to Ini tialize the run conditions

and program variables . The aircraft equations of motion are initialized ,

the caninand values for the maneuver parameters are defined, and starting

values for state variable variances and means are specified. In addi—

tion , all statistical variables , such as those used in scoring, are

initialized.
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At this point , both the NETWORK and the STATE modules are initiated .

STATE operates in parallel with the NETWORK, with interaction occurring

in the form of updated samples of displayed state variables (from

SAMPLE). In between samples , STATE computes conditional estimates of

the mean and variances of the state variabl es. From these parameters,

the control model determines the “optimal” control inputs for the stick

and throttle (u1, u2, u3). These control inputs are then used to update

the aircraft equations of motion. This process is repeated every 200

milliseconds .

The NETWORK controls the timing and sequencing of the discrete

activities and decisions. It employs USERF to determine and transfer

information attribute values and to activate support modules such as

SAMPLE, SCORER , and PLOTTR. SAMPLE contains a series of sub-modules ,

different ones being employed for the various sampling algorithms. The

type of sampl ing to be performed is coninunicated by the NETWORK via

USERF. Sampling is typically performed in two phases; the first phase

involves the determination of which- variable(s) are to be sampled; the

second entails actually taking the sample. Most of the algorithms for

determining what samples to take are encoded In FORTRAN, while some,

such as in the probability transition matrix approach, are represented

by the NETWORK. In either case , coninunication occth’s between the

NETWORK and SAMPLE in the form of codes transmitted via information

attributes.

SAMPLE employs the current estimates of the aircraft state

variables (from STATE) in computing the difference between the actual

state variables and their respective coomand values. A
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Gaussian-distributed noise term is added to this term to reflect display

reading errors. The updated estimates of the displayed state variables

along with their error variances are passed to STATE.

Task 9 (“SCORE”) of the NETWORK calls USERF to initiate the scoring

routine, SCORER. Other tasks in the NETWORK set codes within USERF

which designate the phases of the maneuver, such as the “flight alone”
-. 

segment. This information is communicated to the SCORER module. SCORER

computes and stores the appropriate flight performance scoring statis-

tics in accordance with the flight mode indicator passed to it. Certain

codes specify that statistics are to be suninarized according to the

scoring formul as and printed or passed on to the plotting routine

(PIOTrR).

PLOTTR may be activated by Task 13 of the NETWORK. In this case ,

USERF calls PLOTTR in the data collection mode. PLOTTR stores the

aircraft state variabl es (from STATE), along with the current time , in

a format compatible with the SAINT plotting routines . SCORER may also

activate PLOTTR and pass it flight performance scores to be plotted as

a function of time. At the end of the maneuver (Task 12), USERF calls

PLOTTR in the output mode, which designates that both the performance

scores and the state variable plots are to be printed.

Thus , similar to the man-in-the—loop simulation , outputs of the
SAINT/DAIS model include flight performance scores , flight path trajec-

tories, and MFK task times. There is continual interaction between the

discrete network and supporting modules and the continuous state optimal

control model . More details on the model parameters and sampling

al gorithms employed will be discusse d in the follow ing two chapters.
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BASELINE MODEL. CONSTRUCTION

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

A number of model parameters must be quantified for both the

straight and level and turning dive maneuvers. These parameters include

the quadratic cost function weighti ng terms for the state variables and

controls (Q and R), the state variable display sampl i ng error distribu-

tions , and the motor-noise distributions on the control inputs . The

following discussion presents the rationale for the selection of these

terms.

Quadratic Cost Function Weights

Determination of the state variable weights for the 0CM is still

considered to be more of an “art” than a science, However, Baron and

Ievison suggest some heuristic rul es for estimating these weights which

have been demonstrated to be fairly successful (see, e.g., Baron and

Levison, 1973). Maximum allowable deviations, or limits , are determined

for each problem variabl e partly from performance specifications, partly

from physical limi tations , and partly from a knowledge of human

preference and capabiliti es. The weighting for each quadratic term is

then simply the inverse of the square of the corresponding limit.

Kupennan et al. (1977) developed a model of the DAIS system which

employed thresholds as the primary impetus for determining when to make

control input adjustments. These thresholds were applied as first

approximations to the state variable weights. Per the algorithm , the

- 
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weights were computed as the inverse of the square of these limits and

are displayed in Table 9. In both the straight and level and turning

dive maneuvers, the wei ghts on the control variabl es (n i, r~2, and r~3)

were initially all estimated to be 1.0. The weights on u1, u2, and u3
were set to zero for both maneuvers. Also presented in Table 9 are the

“actual ” weights employed in the models. These weights evolved over a

series of “trial and error” runs in which sensitivity analysis was

performed, and the weights were vari ed unti l the aircraft appeared to

“fly” in a reasonable fashion.

In the straight and level case, the basic probl em wi th employi ng

the original estimates for the weights is that they produce flig ht

performance which is much too good. That is , all the state variables

were in much tighter control than indicated in the DAIS experiment.

G—load was particularly well behaved. Lowering the weight on g-load

did produce some excursions in that variable but did nothing to perturb

any of the other variabl es. Altitude appeared to be the next candidate

for examination —— its range was only ±15 ft. of the coninand value ,

whereas the threshold was ±75 ft. Variations in the altitude weight

proved to be fruitless. There was little sensitivity to the wei ght,

even across different sample intervals. Similarly, variations in the

wei ght on the variable controlling angle of attack (u1) proved to be

somewhat Insensitive. Reducing the weight on vertical velocity did

produce noticeable results , however. With vertical velocity so tightly

controlled , it was only natural that excursions In altitude would be

limi ted. Reducing this weight to .0002 resulted In more reasonable

aircraft performance.

-
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TABLE 9

ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL QUADRATIC COST FUNCTION WEIGHTS

STRAIGHT AND LEVEL TURNING DIVE
STATE

VARIABLES ESTIMATED ACTUAL ESTIMATED ACTUAL

Altitude .000178 .000178 0.0 0.0

Rol l 0.0 0.0 .16 .16

Heading .16 .16 0.0 0.0

Vert. Vel . .001 .0002* .001 .0001*

G-load 100 .01* 44.44 10.0*

Velocity .017778 .017778 .001 1.0*

CONTROL
VARIABLES

• nl 1.0 1000.* 1.0 100.*

1.0 1.0 1.0 100.*

fl3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1O0O.~

* Indicates weights that were changed from original estimates.
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The turning dive maneuver exhibited the reverse of the straig ht

and level probl em -— using the estimated weights, the simulated aircraft

crashed i nto the ground . (Actually, since negative altitudes were not

restricted by the model , the vehicle appeared to more closely resemble

a submari ne than a plane.) Initial attempts to rectify the situation

were made by increasing the weights on velocity , vertical velocity , and

all three control variables . The u3 variable, throttle, was still very

errati c, and its weight was increased to 1000. These changes helped

considerably, but now the model began to abnormally termi nate due to

extremely small values in lift. Since lift is a function of g—load , its

weight was altered next. Intuition suggests increasing the weight to

correct the control problems of a given variable. The g—load weight

was increased from 44.44 to 100. and resulted in even worse performance.

Closer examination revealed that g-load was being over-controlled not

under-controlled . The resulting gain matri x produced performance which

was continually over-compensating for errors in g—load. Reducing the

weight on g-load to 10. resulted in representative values for g—load .

Now fl ight performance was too good ; the rate of descent was too slow.

Reducing the wei ght on verti cal velocity produced acceptabl e results.

Wh i le these weights are for the most part intuiti vely pleasi ng and

acceptable in terms of which variables are important within each maneuver,

the extreme sensitivity of some weights is of concern. Slight changes

In vertical velocity wei ght in both maneuvers , and g-load In turning

dive , produced significant changes in flight performance. In this case,

appropriate system behavior was known ~ priori, and the weights could

easily be manipulated to match this performance. Since in general this

—



is not true, one must question the validity of employing Baron and

Levison ’s algorithm for determining quadratic cost function weights.

At a minimum, sensitivity analysis of the weights should be performed.

Displ ay and Motor-Noise Error Distri butions

There are at least two different approaches to quantifying these

assumed zero-mean Gaussian noise processes. Optimal control theory

practitioners advocate a heuristic algorithm based on the “noise/signal

ratio” of the displayed variable. Display error distri butions are com-

puted using past performance histories. Another approach, which is

perhaps more appeal ing, would be to use more generic estimates of

observation error, based on empirical studies of display reading errors

while engaged in flight control activities . These distributions would

then truly represent observation errors and not just the remnant terms

that could not be explained by the optimal control model . In this

combined formulation , the additional “remnant” human behaviors would

hopefully be represented in the network and sampling models.

An extensive review of the “display ” l iterature was made. Many of

the empi rical studies in thi s area have been performed by AMRL , or in

close conjunction with AMRL. Most of this work took place in the early

fifties. While a large number of studies have been performed on dis-

plays and display errors, they unfortunately do not apply to the

problem at hand . The majority of the studies were not performed under

fl ight control conditions. The displayed variables the subjects were

to read differed from trial to trial , and thus did not reflect the same

errors as would occur in a continuous monitoring mode. Some empirical

research was performed in a tracking mode. In these experiments, they
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were typically comparing flight performance as a function of different

types of displays (circular dial displays vs. tape displays , e.g.).

Individual display reading errors were not recorded. Because of this

failure to find any empirical data on display observation errors, it

was decided to use the optimal control algorithm estimates as a first

approximation. A sumary of the approach follows .

Each of the displayed variables utilized by the human is assumed

to be perturbed by a zero-mean Gaussian noise process that is linearly

uncorrelated with other such noise processes and with system i nput

noise di sturbances. Therefore, each noise process can be quantified by

a single parameter; namely, its autocovariance. The autocovariance of

each observation noise component appears to vary proportionately with

the mean squared signal level . Thus ,

E {v (t) v (s)} = V (t) ~ (t-s)y1 y
~ 

y
~

V~~(t) = it P.~ E {y.
2(t)}

= ii P1 y1
2(t)

where P~ is the noise/signal ratio and has units of normalized power

per rad/sec. Numeri cal values for P1 of .01 (i.e., -20 dB) have been

employed successfully (Baron, 1976).

Estimates of the variance of the display error noise term were

computed from the DAIS empirical data base employing this algorithm

= (.O1)(ir)(MEAN SQUARE ERROR
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A similar heuristic rule is reconinended for the motor noise terms. In

this case, the suggested va l ue for P1 is .003 (i.e., -25 dB). Thus,

= (.003)(ir)(MEAN SQUARE ERROR

The resulting parameters for the error distribution terms for straight

and level are contained in Table 10. Similarly, Table 11 lists the

parameters for the turni ng dive maneuver. The minimum and maximum values

of the distributions (required by SAINT), are set to three times the

standard deviation .

BASELINE MODEL RUNS

Case 1

A series of model runs were made in the Case 1 configuration

employi ng the parameter values defined in the previous section. Recall

that Case 1 specifies that all state variable displays are to be sampled

every n time units. The assumption is made that the multi-function

switching tasks do not interfere with the flight control variable

sampling. The flight control display variable sampling interval was

varied over a range of 1. to 10. seconds for straight and level , and .5

to 2. seconds for turning dive. The resulting overall scores for three

different initial random number seeds are displayed in Tables 12 and 13.

Each random number seed corresponds to a new sample from the ensemble

of mission scores. A graphical representation of the data appears in

Figures 16 and 17. The three symbols disp layed on the graph denote

the three different samples taken at that sample i nterval.

Several things are apparent. Variations in model scores do occur

as a function of the initial random number seed chosen. However, with
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TABLE 10
STRAIGHT AND LEVEL DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS FOR

OBSERVATION AND MOTOR NOISE TERMS

MEAN STD. 0EV.
SQUARE

VARIABLE ERROR = Ii~ir MSE MINIMUM MAXIMUM

Altitude 2269. 844 —25 .33 25.33

Veloci ty 56.98 1.34 -4.01 4.01

G-load .01657 .0228 -.068 .068

.534x10 3 .0022 -.007 .007

u2 .910 E-4 .0093* - -
.007662 .0085 -.025 .025

* Assumed zero.

t
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TABLE 11

TURNING DIVE DISTRIBUTION PARAMTERS FOR OBSERVATION
AND MOTOR NOISE TERMS

MEAN STD. 0EV.
SQUARE

VARIABLE ERROR a = /Pjir MSE MINIMUM MAXIMUM

Vertical Vel . 511.3889 4.008 -12.02 12.02

G-load .0847 .052 — .155 .155

Velocity 154.3 2.202 -6.6 6.6

u1 .0098 .0096 -.029 .029

u2 .797 .0867 — .26 .26

U
3 

.038 .0189 -.057 .057

~i.
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TABLE 12

STRAIGHT AND LEVEL CASE 1 SCORES

SAMPLE RANDOM NUMBER SEED
INTERVAL

(SEC) 1 2 3

1 .1228 .1217 .1227

2 .1745 .1658 .1598

3 .2105 .2107 .2037

4 .2529 .3237 .2601

4.5 .5389 .6241 .3600

5 .8483 .8913 .5772

6 .3594 .4828 .3562

7 .4068 .4253 .4094

10 .6056 .5075 .5161

I
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TABLE 13

TURNING DIVE CASE 1 SCORES

SAMPLE RANDOM NUMBER SEED
INTERVAL

(SEC) 1 2 3

.5 3.259 2.564 2.810

.6 3.146 3.332 2.402

.75 2.940 2.134 2.859

.8 2.578 2.097 2.997

1.0 9.915 8.892 9.660

1.4 4.515 4. 716 7.646

1.6 5.980 3.652 5.945

1.8 8.825 7.101 9.399

2.0 11.510 17.680 11.810
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a couple exceptions , these do not appear extreme and are not unl ike the

randomness displayed by humans. Of more importance is the sensitivity

of the scores to the sampling i nterval. In the straight and level

maneuver the scores appear to be increasing aLnost linearly with the

sample interval , with the exception of the 4.5 and 5.0 time intervals.

At 5. the score jumps dramatically to .89. This would not be so sur-

prising except that at a time i nterval of 6. seconds , the score drops

down to a range between .35 and .48. It gradually increases for the 7.

and 10. second sampling i ntervals.

A similar phenomenon occurs in the turning dive case. Between .5

and .8 the score Is relatively insensitive to the sample interval . At

1.0 the score jumps to-almost 10. Again , at higher sample i ntervals

the scores drop down; at 1.6 the score ranges between 3.6 and 5.98.

Like the straight and level case, the scores begin increasing , this

time not quite so gradually.

These peaks in the scores at .5 in straight and level , and 1.0 in

turning dive, were not expected. Closer analysis of the model suggests

one plaus ible explanation for this behavior. Plots over time of the

state variable mean statistics produced by the forecasting system are

reveal ing. These distri butions have peak errors at the identical points

in time where the sample Intervals peak in Figures 16 and 17. After

this time, the forecasting system generally stabilizes , although with

higher errors than in the early portion of the sample i nterval (less

than 4.0 In straight and level and 0.8 in turning dive). There appears

to be a tradeoff between obtaining estimates of flight control states

at peak error points and using the “In ternal” estimates of state
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variabl e val ues. This suggests In the turning dive case that if samples

cannot be taken before .8 second Intervals, that perhaps it would be

better to wait unti l around 1.6 secs. A similar case can be made for

the straight and level maneuver .

Comparison to DAIS Results -

The objective of this study effort is to demonstrate the feasi-

bility of employing combined modeling approaches for exploring such

things as alternate sampling rules , priority schemes, and system con-

figurations , many of which extend far beyond the scope of the DAIS

man-in-the-loop studies. Therefore, the intent here was not to try to

“match” the DAIS experimental results precisely, but rather to use it

as a baseline departure point for examining alternate issues.

Results of the Case 1 runs for both maneuvers appear to reflect

fairly well the performance of the DAIS subjects. In the straight and

level flight alone maneuver, DAIS subjects averaged a score of .727

with a standard deviation of .219. Experimenters indicated that the

highly motivated pilots consistently performed at the .5 level .

Figure 16 suggests that the --sampling interval could span up to 10

seconds and still maintain scores within one standard deviation of the

DAIS subjects. Likewise , comparable scores can be obtained In the

turning dive maneuver with sample i ntervals up to~1.6 seconds. The

DAIS experimental results produced a mean score of 5.495 with a 1.135

standard deviation. Thus the model resul ts appear to be in agreement

with the DAIS man-in-the-loop study scores.
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Cases 2 and 3

It is probably quite unrealisti c to assume that the MEK tasks do

not interfere with the flight control variable sampling; nor is it

apparent that the pilot operates in a strict priori ty mode. He more

likel y “time shares” between flight control and switching, appearing

to operate almost in parallel . This behavior is difficult to represent

in a simula tion model. One possib le approach is to use an i nterleave

scheme during the switchi ng task period in which the pilot alternates

between an MFK subtask and a flight control displ ay update. This

sampl ing scheme has been termed Case 2,and a graph of the network model

description is contained in Figure 18. Tasks 14, 15, 17, and 19 have

been added to represent the “between MFK task” displ ay sampling activi-

ties. No sampling is permitted during the individua l MFK tasks. The

rest of the network is identical to Case 1.

An al ternate sampl ing scheme , which is the counterpart to Case 1,

gives switching priority over flight control . In this formulation

(Case 3), the pilot would under no condition interrupt a keyboard task

to update his control task. This represents an extreme or “worst” F
case in terms of the amount of time devoted to flight control . Figure

19 displays the SAINT network for Case 3. No sampling is performed

during or between tasks 4-7. At the end of the second completion of

task 7, task 14 is performed. Task 14 samples all of the fl ight control

variables before returning to the fl i ght alone se~nent of the maneuver.

Models of Cases 2 and 3 were exercised for both maneuvers. Graphs

of the strai ght and level scores resulting from 3 different initial

random number seeds appear in Figures 20 and 21. Table 14 contains a
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TABLE 14

STRAIGHT AND LEVEL AVERAGE SCORES

SAMPLE
INTERVAL CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3
(SEC) 

- 

(AVERAGE) (AVERAGE) (AVERAGE)

1 .1224 .1330 .2059

2 .1667 .1599 - .2553

3 .2083 .1972 .2819

4 .2789 .2551 .4618

5 .7723 .3293 1.1880

6 .3995 .3127 .5549

7 .4138 .3451 .5148

10 .5431 .3976 .5028
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sutmiary of the score statistics for all three cases. In Case 2, state

vari able sampl ing is performed between each of the eight MFK tasks ,

— each of which have mean durations of 1.08 seconds. During the “flight

alone ” segiients of the mission, sampling is performed at the regular

specified interval . Thus for intervals greater than 1.08, Case 2

sampling would actually occur more frequently than in the Case 1 con-

dition , and lower scores would be expected . This is precisely what

occurred . At the 1 sec. sample interval, the Case 2 average score of

.1330 is higher than the Case 1 score of .1224. At all the other

intervals (2 through 10), the Case 2 score is lower, as anticipated.

It is also of interest to note that the peak at 5 sec. is barely

noticeable due to the increased sampling.

In Case 3 no sampl ing is performed duri ng the MFK switchi ng

sequence, which has an average duration of 8.64 secs. The Case 3

results for sample intervals between ~ and 7 secs. indicate scores which

in all instances are higher than the Case 1 scores. The results of a

1-way ANOVA determined that Case 3 scores are significantly different

from those of Case 1 at the a = .0014 level . It is to be noted ,

however, that all Case 3 scores, wi th the exception of the 5 second

interval , are well within acceptable behavior. For the 10 second

interval , sampling actually occurs more in Case 3 than in Case 1 since

the average duration of the switching sequence is 8.64. As expected ,

the Case 3 score Is slightly better.

Graphs for the turning dive Cases 2 and 3 scores are displayed in

Figures 22 and 23. Sunmiary statistics for all three cases can be found

in Table 15. Peaks In the scores at 1.0 are still quite evident in both
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TABLE 15

TURNING DIVE AVERAGE SCORES

SAMPLE
INTERVAL CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3

(SEC) (AVERAGE) (AVERAGE) (AVERAGE)

.5 2.878 3.434 3.936

.6 2.961 3.396 3.598

.75 2.644 3.021 2.915

.8 2.557 3.198 3.316

1.0 9.489 9.714 10.853

1.4 5.626 6.857 6.754

1.6 5.192 5.886 5.004

1.8 8.442 9.388 9.128

• 2.0 13.667 13.783 15.063
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cases. A 1-way ANOVA across the three cases only showed an overall

conservative significant difference (using a mean squared error across

sample intervals) at the a = .10 level . Further analysis , via planned

comparisons of the individual cases taken in pairs, resulted in the

significance levels displayed in Table 16.

TABLE 16
SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS OF PLANNED COMPARISONS -

CASES SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL

1, 2 a = .1076

1, 3 a = .0543

2, 3 a .5964

The only cases which can be considered significantly different are 1

and 3. It was anticipated that this difference would have been more

hi ghly signifi cant. A detailed analysis of the Case 3 model was

performed and the results are described in the following section.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON COMPONENTS OF ERROR

Three separate flight performance scores are recorded for each

mission: (1) flIght alone phase, (2) fl i ght and MFK switching phase,

and (3) overall mission scores. In Case 3 the intuitive notion was

that the scores would be much worse (higher) duri ng the combined flight

control and switching segments than duri ng the flight alone segments ,

since no sampling was permitted during these sequences. However, this

was not generally true. It was decided to examine flight performance

in more detail than that afforded by the three “averaged” scores. A
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new task was added to the network which activated the scoring routine

every 1.4 time units . Thus, after every 7 update points , a new score

is computed. The selection of 7 points was somewhat arbitrary , although

any less than this number would have probably been too short a time

span. This new scoring scheme was then applied to the Case 3 turning

dive maneuver. Turning dive was selected because of its complexity,

difficulty, and its resulting sensitivity to sampling interruptions.

Al so of concern is the great deal of variability in scores that it

demonstrates, often with illogical results.

A graph of the scores for the turning dive , Case 3, appear in

Figure 24. The ~‘s indicate when MFK switching is occurring. No clear

patterns or trends exist. There appears to be a great deal more vari a-

bility in the scores than was expected , certainly more than can be

ascertained from “mean ” data. The extreme range of the scores is also

of concern. At some instances the vehicle is very well controlled; at

other points in time , control is much less well established .

In an attempt to determine if these characteristics were just

anomal ies of the simulation model , a similar graph was prepared for a

“typical ” turning dive maneuver from the real-time experiment (see

Figure 25). It shows the same degree of variability as the model out-

puts and also indicates approximately the same range of scores. It

appears that the model is duplicating fairly well the performance of

the DAIS subjects.

An attempt was made to determine the nature of this variability.

The same turning dive Case 3 condItion as depicted in Figure 24 was

rerun with all the display and control input error distributions
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removed. The surprising, but logical , results are contained in Fig ure

26. It appears that the vehicle is in good control upon entering the

MFK task. Even though no sampling occurs duri ng the MFK task, the

aircraft does not go out of control . However, imediately following

the switching task, the pilot reads the display s, determines he has

deviated from the coninand values , and begins to correct his flight

path. He grossly overcompensates, causing the peaks in the score, and

takes approximately 10 seconds to recover.

The decreasing magnitude of the peaks over time is also of

interest. This suggests that the system is still undergoing a stabili-

zation period 200 seconds into the mission. This has implications on

man-in-the-loop experimental procedures. Allowing the subject suffi-

cient time to achieve stabilization before initiating scoring could

produce results which are overly optimistic.

Next, the display errors were added back in. The results of this

run are graphed in Figure 27 and indicate the same trend as the

“no-error ” case. Adding the u1 (angle of attack) and u2 (roll angle)

control errors individually and in conjunction with the displ ay errors

produced no signifi cant changes. Figure 28 depicts the results of

addi ng u1 and u2 together. Whi le the system i s less stable , the trend

is generally•the same. Including display errors with u1 and u2 results

in much the same trend. Addi ng u3 errors, however, produces more

dramatic changes (see Figure 29). The system demonstrates much more

variability and is never really in a stable mode. It more closely

resembles the full error condition of Figure 24. This suggests that

the largest contributor to the problem is the difficulty in controlling
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throttle (u3), with some additional problems with the other two control

variables , u1 and u2. Discussions with DAIS experimenters and more

detai led examination of the data proved this to be true. It was

apparent that vertical velocity was not well controlled in either

maneuver , but particularly not in turning dive. While vertical velocity

is a function of all three control variables , it is most heavily deter-

mined by throttle. It was known for some time that there were physical

problems with the response characteristics of both the stick and the

throttle. The stick in particular had an extensive amount of “dead

space” around the center point . it is hypothesized, based on the above

results and conversations with DAIS experimenters , that the DAIS

subjects had an exceptionally difficult time controlling the stick and

throttle , resulting in extensive variability of flight parameters,

vertical velocity in particular. This could very well be the reason

why no significant effects were reported between the “flight alone ”

and “fl i ght plus MFK” conditions. The high variability caused by poor

stick and throttle hardware, coupled with inadequate scoring techniques

based on averages, may have masked the true effects.

Performance measurement, as represented by the overall flight

scores, appears to be a critical Issue. Moray (1976) addresses the

importance of the measurement problem.

A search through the literature can provide roughly equal
numbers of papers asserting , for example, that secondary
discrete tasks do or do not affect the information trans-
mission rate of a tracking task. The reason may be con-
nected with the nature of the tasks, the difficulty of the
discrimination required, the order of the control and
bandwidth of the tracking task , etc . But equally it may
simply be due to the nature of measurement.
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In many experiments the significant events are few, and if all data are

l umped together, the overall change is too slight to be readily

observed . This may in fact be what has occurred in this case.

REINVESTIGATION OF CASE DIFFERENCES WITH REDUCED ERRORS

At this time , the more overriding problem appears to l ie in the

large control errors. In an attempt to represent more realistic

system conditions , display and control input noise distributions were

reduced . The standard deviations of all three control input error dis-

tributions were reduced to 1/3 of their original values . Likewise , the

standard deviations of all the display error distri bution were cut in

half, with the exception of vertical velocity , which was set to 1/6 its

original value. The model was rerun under these reduced error condi-

tions , coupled with the more frequent scoring procedure. The results

with no display errors, only control errors, are displayed in Figure 30.

A graph of the scores adding the display errors back in is shown in

Figure 31. The trend is again very evident. A sharp peak in the score

imediately follows the MFK task sequence. This suggests that now the

system may be more sensitive to different sampling strategies and

procedures. In an attempt to investigate more thoroughly the effects

of reducing the error distribution on overall performance scores, a

complete set of runs was made across the three cases and all the sample

Intervals for both maneuvers. The results for one replication of the

straight and level maneuver are displayed in Table 17. In general,

the scores are somewhat lower , with much less sensitivity being

exhibited among the different cases.
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TABLE 17

SCORES FOR THE STRAIGHT AND LEVEL MANEUVER
WITH REDUCED ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS

SAMPLE
INTERVAL CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3

1.0 .1114 .1140 .1662

2.0 .1423 .1345 1.978
- .1761 .1622 .2127

4.0 .2557 .2133 .3502

5.0 .5830 .2607 .7522

6.0 .3045 .2604 .3857

7.0 .3142 .2926 .3895

10.0 .3911 .3192 .4224
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A similar set of runs was made for turning dive , only this time

three repl ications across all conditions were made. The average scores

are contained in Table 18. The performance scores still contain a

large peak at a sample interval of 1.0. Beyond this point the scores

are somewhat erratic, with Case 3 performance actuall y appearing to be

better than Case 1 performance. Because of this erratic behavior ,

which probably indicates that these sampling intervals are unrealistic

and beyond tl~e acceptable confines of the state model , values above the

0.8 sample interval were discarded . A 1-way ANOVA across cases per-

formed on this reduced performance set resulted in an overal’. conserva-

tive signifi cant difference between cases at the a = .0119 level . The

individual pairwise pl anned comparisons resulted in the following

significant levels displayed in Table 19. Th~ difference between Case

1 and Case 3 is now hi ghly signifi cant with a = .0020. Rerunning the

ANOVA of the full error cases on the sample intervals less than 1.0

produces a difference between Case 1 and Case 3 at the a .0263 level .

However, the reduced error case is still greater than an order of mag-

nitude more signifi cant.

Wh i le these runs certainly do not “prove” that significant dif-

ferences would have been found in the real-time man-in-the-loop experi-

ment had the stick and throttle been better engineered , it does

demonstrate the extreme sensitivity of the system to these parameters,

and indicates how main effects may very well have been hidden by their

variability. It makes a case for employing a model such as this one

for determining how “well-behaved” such system components must be con-

structed to per-form In order to produce desired system characteristics.
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TABLE 18

AVERAGE SCORES FOR THE TURNING DIVE MANEUVER
WITH REDUCED ERROR DISTRIBUTIONS

SAMPLE
INTERVAL CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3

.2 2.000 2.316 2.729

.4 1.402 1.614 2.153

.6 1.404 1.548 1.993

.8 .989 1.560 1.762

1.0 10.330 10.790 8.856

1.4 5.199 6.131 4.693

1.6 4.434 4.968 3.930

1.8 8.255 8.654 7.103

2.0 16.147 15.760 12.827
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TABLE 19

SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS OF PLANNED COMPARISONS (REDUCED ERROR CASES)

CASES SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL

1, 2 c& .1859

1, 3 a .0O20

2, 3 .1313
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This analysis also points to the need for examining alternate

scoring formulations other than the “overall” mission score employed.

Ignoring the peaks in the scores ininediately following the MFI( switch-

ing sequence,and using only “averaged” scores, necessarily mask the true

effects due to the secondary tasks. One cannot help but to postulate

that the outcome of the man—in-the-loop experiment would have been

different had the controls been better and the scori ng been more

sensitive .



ALTERNATE SAMPLING SCHEMES

INTRODUCTION

The optimal control model approach has traditi onall y assumed that

all state variables displayed to the pilot would be read each time

sampl i ng occurs. In the model runs described in the previous chapter,

this assumption was adhered to. Even in Cases 2 and 3 where sampling

was disallowed during certain segments, when sampling did occur , it

included all six state variables . It is not clear that pilots actually

perform in thi s manner.

This notion is not a new one. Mi l ton et al. (1949) and Senders

(1955, 1964) conducted experimental research on fixations on instru-

ments of a panel . Based on these experiments , Senders proposed a model

which postulates a simple information-rate periodical sampling such

that i nstruments are sampled at regular intervals at rates proportional

to their bandwidths . Later, Senders (1965) proposed the notion of

“the probability of exceeding a threshold” as the basis for the

evident aperiodicity of a pilot’ s sampling behavior. In 1966,

Carbonel l introduced a queueing model of visual sampling based on the

concept of different instruments competing for the attention of the

pilot. Costs are assign ed to each instrument. At each sampling

instant , the decision as to what instruments to look at is based on

co.npar~ng the combined effect of both the probability of exceeding

the threshold and a cost of exceeding that threshold. Effectively,

_ - -



the instruments queue for the pilots attention; the Instrument with

the highest priority at each instant is then served (looked at).

Sheridan (1970) also ascribes cost functional parameters in a model

based upon Bayesian preposterior Information analysis. This model

specifies how long a supervisor or monitor of a process should wait

between input samples to maximi ze a given value or payoff function ,

assuming he resets the controls wi th each sample as a function of the

best available information.

While the above discussion of sampl ing algorithms is certainly

not exhaustive, it does appear to be representative. Many of these

• approaches could be used as they stand, or wi th slight modification,in

models of systems comprised of monitoring and supervisory control

activities . The followi ng sections describe the results of applying

different sampl ing schemes, some of which are variations of the above,

to the DAIS model . The intent Is not to advocate or validate any

particular sampling algorithm; rather, it is to be considered a

demonstration of the feasibility of explori ng alternative sampl ing

behavior with this combined modeling approach.

SAMPLING ALGORITHM BASED ON EYE MOVEMENT DATA

Spicuzza , Pinkus , and O’Donnell (1974) performed experiments

employing the DAIS simulator in an attempt to develop , instrument, and

test a series of human performance assessment measures to be used as

standard evaluation tools in future advanced digital avionics infor-

mation systems. As part of the analysis process, they collected eye
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movement data while the ~ubject was flyi ng the simulated DAIS aircraft.

Their rationale for collecting the data is stated in the followi ng

excerpt from their report.

Since the DAIS systems which have been proposed will
incorporate extremely novel display configurations, it is
necessary to determine precisely how ski lled pi lots use the
new displays . Thei r utilization of information presented
on CR1 displays may be entirely different than it was wi th
traditional display formats. Some method is therefore
necessary to determine how long a pi lot’s eyes remai n on
display s of various types, and the sequence of transitions
from one type of display to another. Such information will
be of value not only in determining the proper cockpit l ay-
out and the most efficient design for a given display , but
more importantly, will provide information about the types
and duration of display s needed to fly a mission . This will
allow maximum utilization of the DAIS capability to selec-
tively present data to the pilot by emphasizing relevant and
el iminating redundant information.

To col lect the eye movement data they employed a system whi ch

involves the use of a light beam reflected off the subject’s cornea

and into a videcon tube which display s the reflected light as a spot

on a TV screen. The subject’s field-of-view can then be displ ayed on

a TV screen with the flying dot superimposed . The position of the dot

indicates the precise point at which the subject is looking. A series

of runs was made across different maneuvers and conditions. The eye

movements made by the subjects were recorded on video tape. Analysis

was per-formed which determined time histories of the six sectors of

the CR1 the subject was fixating on. These were digitally recorded at

0.1 second intervals. Thus if the subject’s eyes remained in a given

~ector of the screen for one second , 10 entries representing that

sector would be digitized on the tape. While this study employed six

sectors of the CR1, only three of these sectors are pertinent to the
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current DAIS configuration. A representation of these three sectors,

designated as A , B, and C,is contained in Figure 32. In the baseline

control cases of interest here, subjects seldom looked at the remain-

ing three sectors, and thus little accuracy is sacrificed by ignoring

them.

Frequency and probability of use statistics for each sector were

developed for each maneuver type as well as the frequency of all

sequences of two eye movements. These sequences were easily converted

into a probability transition structure amenable to a network formula-

tion. The finite state markov chain representations of the transition

sequences of two eye movements for the straight and level and turning

dive maneuvers are portrayed in Figures 33 and 34, respectively.

Nodes A , B, and C represent those respective sectors, and node N indi-

cates that the subject is looking at none of these three sectors.

Since the eye movement data indicate that all state variable dis-

plays are not read simu ltaneously, this data base provided an excellent

starting point for examining alternate sampling schemes. State

variables can now be sampled in accordance with the sector currently

being viewed . A SAINT network model was constructed to represent both

the sampl i ng of a given sector along with the transition probabilities

between sectors. These diagrams are contained in’ Figures 35 and 36.

Various sampling algori thms within each sector can now readi ly be

explored.

The concept of using probability sequences for determining state

variable sampling is not a novel one. Cavalli (1978) successfully

employed a probability transition matrix scheme for state variable
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sampling In his model of the u S  approach phase of an Ai rbus A-300B.

He deviates from this structure slightly in that when a given variable

exceeds its acceptable limits , that vari able is sampled rather than

the one indicated by the matrix. His model ’s outputs compare very

favorably with actual pilot performance data,and he advocates the

collection of eye movement data on other systems for use in simi lar

analysis.

Higher order transition models have been shown to be more

representative of eye movements than the simple first-order model

contained here. That is, the probability transition to the next state

(sector) is dependent not only on the current state, but also on what

sector the subject was previously viewi ng. However , since this

exercise is meant to be a demonstration of feasibility , the simple

transition probabilities were deemed to be adequate.

The following discussion presents the results of employing alter-

nate sampling schemes utilizing the eye movement data in the DAIS model .

The original full control and display error distri butions were employed

In order to use the DAIS empirical data as a baseline for comparison.

In sector B , the “steeri ng 1” presents the pilot with some limited

i nformation about the state variables . Discussions with pilots

familIar with the DAIS flight cont rol task Indicated that the

“steering T” provided feedback on roll and vertical velocity , with

considerably less information on altitude, and none on g-load and

velocity. Based on these discussions , a 25% higher display error

distribution was placed on roll and vertical velocity, and a 50%
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higher distribution was placed on altitude. It is assumed that

velocity and g-load are not sampled in sector B. Table 20 indicates

the state variable information available in each sector.

TABLE 20
STATE VARIABLE INFORMATION IN SECTORS A , B , & C

SECTOR STATE VARIABLES

A Vertical Velocity , Velocity

B Steering T
Al titude (50% more error)
Rol l (25% more error)
Vertical Veloc ity (25% more error)

C Altitude, G-load

Several di fferent sampling algorithms based on the eye movement

transition probabilities and the sector definition in the above table

were tested. The resulting scores from applying this algorithm to the

straight and level maneuver are summarized in Table 21. The first run

assumed that the pilot sampled all the variables available to him in

whatever sector he was viewing at the time. The scores for both Case 1

and Case 3 are extremely low. In algorithm 2, one variable in sectors

A and C is randomly selected to be sampled with equal probability.

Again the score is very low. This is also the case with sampl ing

variations 3 through 5.

Two important things are apparent from these results . In this

• case the pilot obviously does not “process” display information just

because he Is visually fixated on the display. There have been a

1%



TABLE 21

STRAIGHT AND LEVEL EYE MOVEMENT SAMPLING ALGORITHMS AND RESULTS

SAMPLING ALGORITHM SCORE

1. Sample all variables in each sector

Case 1 .134
Case 3 .152

2. A fverticai velocity 50% .156
j veloci ty 50%

B all variables

c I altitude 50%)~g-load 50%

3. A verti cal velocity .226

B all variables

C altitude

4. A velocity .165

B all variables

C altitude

A fverticai velocity 50% .185
\ velocity 50%

B all variables

C alti tude

6. Sector B only (steering T) .963
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number of empirical studies performed which back up this notion .

Secondly, while additional replications would be required to formally

substantiate this, it appears that little sensitivity exists among the

first five sampling algorithms . For example , i n sampl ing rul e 4, only

veloc ity and altitude are sampled in sectors A and C. Yet its score

compares very favorably to the first algorithm in which all variables

are sampled. This suggests that the pilot seldom needs to sample

state variables other than velocity and altitude. Knowing this can

free up the pilot to perform other secondary tasks.

Al gorithm 6 resulted in a significantly higher score. This was

most probably due to the fact that no velocity information was avail-

able and that the al titude feedback was extremely noisy.

A sim i lar analysi s was performed for the turn ing di ve maneuver ,

with the sampling algorithms and associated scores displayed in Table

22. These results are quite different from the straight and level

ones. Most of these sampling rules yield scores which very closely

resemble the actual DAIS scores. Even in the first rule where all the

variables in each sector are sampled every time, the score Is only

slightly lower than the 5.495 average of DAIS. This provides a lot of

insight i nto the information processing rate required to “fly” the

turning dive maneuver. It indicates that very close attention must

be paid to the fli ght control task, whereas in straight and level there

was considerably more leeway.

Other insights specific to turning dive can be gained from this

analysis. It appears that g-load , velocity , and vertical velocity are

all important and necessary variables , whi le altitude is not . This
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TABLE 22

TURNING DIVE EYE MOVEMENT SAMPLING ALGORITHMS AND RESULTS

SAMPLING ALGORITHM SCORE

1. Sample all variabl es in each sector 4.081

2. A vertical velocity 11.99

B all variables

C altitude

3. A • vertical velocity 7.852

B all vari abl es

C g-load

4. A velocity 4.171

B all variables

C g-load

A fvertical velocity 50% 5.211
~ velocity 50%

B all vari ables

C g-load

6. A [vertical velocity - 50% 5.497
),~ve locity 

- 
50%

- 3 all variables

~ 
rg— load 50%
l~altitude 50%

7. Sector B only (steeri ng 1) 12.600
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corresponds di rectly to the scoring formula , which employes these

three vari ables. Once again , employing the steering T by itself does

not produce good results. The high display errors coupled with no

velocity information probably account for this poor behavior.

In sumary, it is not advocated that eye movement data be collected

for every system under study. This type of sampling severely

restricts the analysis of alternative system configurations and new

secondary tasks. However, the study demonstrates how this modelin g

technique can acconinodate and assist in analyses based on past

performance data. Eye movement data from other systems could be

modeled in the combined simulation formulation in an attempt to gain

insights into the information processing activity for given eye
• fixations . It might also be utilized in preliminary system modelin g

efforts to produce information on the sensitivity of the system to

specific flight control parameters. It is anticipated that many other

similar types of modeling analyses could be performed using this

combined simula tion approach.

VARIANCE SAMPLING

The operator control model i ncludes estimates of the vari ance of

each of the six vehicle state varaibles . The variance is one measure

of the pilot ’s uncertainty about true system status. One approach to

sampling Is to sample whenever variance estimates exceed allowable

limits; that is , whenever the pi lot’s uncertainty becomes too high.

The assumption was initially made that the pi lot would sample only the

individual state variable whose variance had gone out of tolerance.
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He would concentrate on “controll i ng” that particular variabl e,

sampling it continuously until it was back within an acceptable range.

Upon taking a sample , the variance of the sampled variable was reset

to the variance of the observation error. If no variances exceeded

thresholds, no sampling was performed. A discussion of the results in

applying this sampl ing rule to both the straight and level and turning

dive maneuvers follows.

Straight and Level

The initial variance limits were established from an earlier

Case 1, sample everything every 5 sec., baseline run , which provided

state variable variances ranging over zero to five second intervals.

Firs t estimates of variance thresholds were staggered between 4 and 5

seconds. Estimates on the bounds of the actual values of the state

variables were selected to be in line with DAIS man-In-the-loop

• performance data.

The first application of this sampling algori thm in straight and

level was less than successful. Shortly into the mission, altitude

variance went out of limits . The model sampled altitude continuously

but could not get it back into control without sampling any of the

other state variables. Both vertical velocity and velocity were al so

out of control .

Since rate information is very often perceived coincident to the

actual variable , the next trial involved sampling vertical velocity

and altitude together whenever either of them exceeded l Imits. While

performance was somewhat better , essentially the same problem occurred .

After 3 seconds into the maneuver , only altitude and vertical velocity
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were sampled, with acceptable control still not being achi eved.

Without being sampled , velocity was far out of bounds. Reductions on

the altitude and vertical velocity constraints only delayed the

problem.

A variati on to the sampl i ng rule was next examined i n whi ch

everything was sampled if four or more of the vari ances were out of

limits. First efforts at applying this algori thm were plagued by

similar problems ; one variable would be sampled most of the time , wi th

the others consequently going out of control. By adjusting the

variance limi ts, a good sampli ng mix was eventually achieved.

However, while the scores were acceptable (.6), the behavior of indi-

v idual variables was very erratic. Of even more concern was the

sensitivity of the limits . For example, changing the g-load variance

threshold from .00573 to .00572 brought the score from 2.79 down to

.61.

A slight variation of this approach was then employed. The

variable with the largest discrepancy between its variance and its

• limit , relatively speaki ng , would be samp l ed. That is , the difference

between the actual variance and its threshold is divided by the

threshold to produce a “relative error.” The vari able with the

highest vari ance “relative error” was sampled . Aga in , if four or~
more variances were over their l im its, all variables were sampled.

Wi th some variations in the limi ts, reasonable results were obtained .

A good sampling mix was achieved ; mostly altitude and velocity were

sampled, wi th g-load and vertical velocity sampled on occasion. This

Is not surprising since al titude and veloc ity are the two var iables i n
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the scoring formula for straight and level . In Case 3 runs , all

variabl es were sampled for a period of time following the MFK task

sequence i n order to “recover.” Thi s too is very reasonable. Whi le

thi s approach behaved better than the preceding one, it was still very

sensitive to the variance limit s, and some of the individual variable-s

were unstable.

Turni ng Dive

Because of the problems encountered in straight and level , great

successes were not expected from turning dive. This did not prove to

be wrong. Turning dive performance followed the same patterns as

straight and level , only wi th much more severe and dramatic results.

The limi ts were a lot more sensitive ; slight variations often caused

the plane to crash. Both the state variables and the control variables

(u’s) performed very erratically. Eventually, proper limits were

selected in order to make the plane “fly.” However, the stability of

the aircraft was questionable, and time histories of the state

variables certainly did not correspond to the DAIS empirical data.

“PROBABILITY OUT OF LIMITS” SAMPLING

Introduction

The preceding section described an algorithm for sampling based

on the pilot’ s estimates o-f state vari able error variances exceeding

threshold l imits . The variance is only a portion of the system status

information available to the pilot ; it is also assumed that he has

estimates of the mean statisti cs for each of the si~ state variables .

The previous results indicated that utilizing variance information
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alone is inadequate. A low vari ance indicates high confidence -in the

knowl edge of true system status, but does nothing to compensate for

large state variable errors. On the other hand , it is suspected that

knowledge of mean statistics by themselves is equally insufficient.

Mean estimates of system state variables without thei r corresponding

variances would most probably evoke inappropriate actions by either

under or over-controlling selected system states. For example , the

mean data estimate may indicate that a variable has exceeded its

tolerance threshold ; however, if this variable exhibits a great deal

of variability , one may somewhat temper his decisior to sample the

vari able. Without the variance information , sampling for this

vari able may occur too frequently.

The obvious next approach to be investigated is to utilize a

sampl i ng algorithm which i ncorporates both the mean and variance

estimates of system status . As mentioned in the introduction to this

chapter , Senders (1965) implemented such an algorithm wi th some

success. He proposed a sampling rule based on the “probability ”

that a given variable had exceeded its threshold limits . This proba-

bility estimate utilizes both the mean and variance statistics , and

assuming a normal distribution , is derived as follows :

P (x is out of limit s )

1. - P ( L L < x < U L )

= P  (x < LL) + p (x>UL )

= P (Z < 
LL - X) 

+ P (Z UL - X)

ax Cx

= F (LL~~~ )+ l. - F ( ~~~~~)Cx CX
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where ,

LI = Lower l imit (error)

UI = Upper limit (error)

= Current estimate of mean error

= Current estimate of the standard deviation of x

F = Cumulative normal function.

The probability of exceeding its threshold limi t is computed for

each of the six state variables . Then the variable which has the

highest probability of being out of limits is sampled , the mean error

estimate~s reset to the current di splay reading, and the variance is

inItialized to the display error vari ance. The results of applying

this algorithm tn the DAIS model for both maneuvers are discussed

below.

Model Results

The state variable limits used by the sampling algorithm are

contained in Table 23. These limits are simply estimates based on

previous model runs. Syninetrical intervals were chosen, although this

is not a prerequisite of the model . Limits with values of 99999.

indicate variabl es where sampling based on limits is not desi red. The

99999. assures that the probability of being out of limits will always

be zero. In turning dives, for example, the altitude is continuously

decreasing, and thus would always be out of l imits. However, not

s pling these variables at all is also inappropriate . The sampling

,lg© rltPa was modified to permit all Of the state variabl es to be

~~~1ed together periodically. In straight and level , all six state
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TABLE 23

STATE VARIABLE LIMITS EMPLOYED IN SAMPLING ALGORITHM

STATE VARIABLE STRAIGHT AND LEVEL TURNING DIVE

Al titude ±15.0 ±99999.

Roll ±99999. ±99999.

Heading ±99999. ±99999.

Vertical Velocity ±5.0 ±8.0

G-load ±0.5 
- 

±0.5

Velocity ±4.0 ±4.0
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variabl es are sampled every 10 seconds, whether or not they are within

limits . The period for the turning dive maneuver is 5 seconds.

These runs were made with the reduced display and control error

distri butions described in the previous chapter. The resulting scores

for straight and level and turning dive , across all three cases, three

repl ications each, are displayed in Tables 24 and 25, respectively.

In straight and level , altitude and velocity were the two primary

variabl es that were sampled . Vertical velocity and g-load were seldom

sampled between the 10 second, “sample everything,” intervals. The

mean scores for all three cases fall approximately between the 3 and 4

second time i ntervals of the reduced error case results found in

Table 17. Sensitivity tests were not performed to determine the

effects of varying the state variable limits .

In the turning dive maneuver , vertical velocity , g—load , and

velocity were all sampled , with vertical velocity being sampled most

frequently. The other three state variables were sampled together

every 5 seconds. In comparing these results to the reduced error,

equal-interval sampling scores in Table 18, it is apparent that these

results fall just slightly above the 0.8 second interval scores. This

• suggests that similar scores can be obtained by sampling everything

0.8 seconds or by sampling one of three variables every 0.2 seconds .

Closer examination of the individua l runs yields additional

insights . In the equal—interval sampling runs , the standard deviation

of the score is approximately equal to th3 mean overall score. Thus

• there is a great deal of variability in flight control performance,

- as evidenced by the peaks inmiediately followi ng the MFK task sequence.



TABLE 24

STRAIGHT AND LEVEL SCORES FOR
“PROBABILITY OUT OF LIMITS” SAMPLING RULE

RANDOM NUMBER SEED

CASE 1 2 3 AVERAGE

1 .2166 .2106 .2135 .2136

2 .2044 .1935 .1977 .1985

3 .2730 .2628 .3100 .2819

TABLE 25

TURNING DIVE SCORES FOR
“PROBABILITY OUT OF LIMITS ” SAMPLING RULE

- RANDOM NUMBER SEED

CASE 1 2 3 
- 

AVERAGE

1 2.440 2.425 2.888 2.584

2 2.460 2.407 4.068 2.978

3 2.994 2.412 4.499 3.302
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This is not true In the “probability out of limits ” sampling case.

There are no sharp peaks and the variances of the scores are much

lower. These trends may be important in analyzing workload issues .

In peak workload or stress situations , it may be critical that the

score (as an estimate of the level of flight control) not go above a

certai n l evel at any given time, even though the average performance

score is well withi n limi ts. If this type of behavior is required ,

one may opt for the “probability out of limits ” type sampling approach.

This type of sampling also appears to be more representative of actual

pilot flight performance in that the variable whi ch deviates the most

from the allowable range is the one attended to. Thus,in a sense, a

built -in priority scheme is exercised.

Ascribing a cost structure on taking samples mi ght also prove

interesting in comparing sampling schemes. Sampling more often, even

though just a single variable , may prove to be more costly than

sampling everything periodically, depending on the cost structure

employed. Other vari ations to the model , such as not sampling until

the probability that a variabl e is out of limits exceeds a given

probability , would also make interesting studies. Such sampl i ng

schemes could readily be explored via the combined modeling technique

descri bed herein.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The role of the human operator in control systems is evolving

towards that of a supervisor who plans , sequences, and monitors and

away from strictly tracking. New modeling approaches and techniques

are required to realistically represent and examine these new system

configurations and resulti ng performance issues . This dissertation

study proposed an alternate modeling approach comprised of discrete

network models in combination with elements of an open-loop optimal

control model formulation. The objective of this effort was to explore

the feasibility of employing thi s combined approach for modeling complex

man—mach ine systems in which both discrete task and continuous tracking

behaviors are exhibited . Included in this objective is the identifi-

cation of strengths, weaknesses, and issues which surfaced during the

application of the approach.

These objectives have been achieved . The feasibility of employing

thi s combi ned model i ng approach has been demonstrated through its

successful appl ication to the DAIS system. This modeling approach

greatly reduces the weaknesses of employing either network or continuous

optimal control techniques i ndependently In modeling monitoring

and supervisory control systems. The discrete task activities and

decision-making processes of the human operator can now be explicitly

represented along with his continuous tracking behaviors .



This modeling technique also facilitates the examination of alter-

nate state variable sampling algorithms. The effects on flight control

performance of employing different sampling strategies can readily be

determined . Flight control interruptions for the performance of moni-

toring activities or discrete tasks can now be modeled. Real-time

man-in-the-loop system performance can be compared wi th that exhibited

by various sampl ing strategies in an attempt to determine “how” the

operator actually processes information. Issues such as whether the

pilot multiplexes back and forth between his flight control and di s-

crete task activities , or whether he performs both activiti es i n

parallel , can be addressed using this combined modeling technique.

The approach’s util ity as an analysis tool in the design of man—

in—the—loop experiments has also been demonstrated. It can be used to

evaluate and establish operator procedures and the experimental protocol

or scenario prior to actually running the experiment. For example ,

results of the DAIS analysis indicated that the aircraft required a

relatively long stabilization period and , hence, provided direction for

the appropriate collection of data and the sequencing of maneuvers.

This effort also demonstrated how the technique can be employed in

determining optimal hardware configurations and accuracy requirements.

The DAIS simulator stick and throttle devices were known to have

defects. The simulation outputs indicated the severity of these

• defects and could be used to assess accuracy requirements in order to

achieve predetermined levels of system performance.

While it is doubtful that models can predict performance as

accurately as real-time man— In—the—loop simulations , they can be used
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to determine the sensitivity of the system. to various man-machine

parameters. Those parameters which are deemed to be of importance can

then be examined in more detail In a man-in-the—loop study. The elimi-

nation of ins i gnificant variables could potentiall y be very cost

effective in terms of time, personnel , and money.

A number of issues and problems surfaced during the course of this

study. One problem is the non-availability of generic performance data

for quantifying such parameters as task time and display reading error

distributions . This has important implications for future man—in—the-

loop experimentation. Most of the empirical work cited in the litera-

ture is recorded in very system and situation specific terms. Even in

cases where the results may be generalized , the data are seldom

presented in a format that is compatible with simulation model require-

ments. For example , often only sumary ANOVA tables are displayed,

while the mean and variance statistics necessary for defining per-

formance distributions have been omitted. Experimenters must become

more aware of and sensitive to the needs of modelers.

A similar problem is the quantifi cation of the optimal control

model parameters. The assignment of the cost functional weights Q and

R are of particular concern. This still appears to be very much more

an “art” than a science. More research is required in this area to

develop better guidelines for the quantification of these and other

optimal control model parameters, such as di splay and control error

distri butions.
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A thi rd area of concern, which was addressed in some detail in the

model analysis chapter, is the measurement problem . The “mean-squared

error” across an entire mission may no longer be an acceptable or

real istic measure of man-machine performance i-n monitoring and super-

visory systems. New scoring and measurement formulations which capture

the effects of short-term behaviors and extreme or worst case per-

formance histories will have to be considered. There is also a need

for metrics which represent monitoring and discrete task activity

performance. While these metrics would have to be tailored to the

specific system under study, it is likely that many of them could be

classified into general categories. Future systems analyses and

modeling will undoubtedly require multi-attribute performance functions.

The combined discrete network and optimal control model employed

here is but one approach to modeling complex, man-machi ne systems. It

is anticipated that a wide range of models and approaches are required

to represent monitoring and supervisory tasks. Other models which

might be considered incl ude those based on queueing theory, i nformation

theory, traditional control theory, deci sion analysis, and psychological

theori es . Because of the diversity of the origins of these theories

(engineering , psychology, etc.), communication difficulties are

inev itable. Miller (1975) suggests the need for new symbolic systems

- 

• 

as a means to increase understanding and promote communications among

disciplines . Miller (1978) proposes that the use of formal systems

theory may encourage this interchange and facilitate the explicit

definitions of objects , concepts , and their relationships within and

among the modeling approaches . 
-
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There is also a requirement to develo p a taxonomy of monitoring

and supervisory tasks. Different types of tasks require different

models. A taxonomy of pertinent tasks and available models should be

assembled . For too long the modeling technology has been driving the

analyses performed. We must begi n employing models that are both

pertinent to the tasks under consideration and at the level appropriate

for addressing the issues of concern.

In conclus ion , this effort in combined simulation modeling does

not allow one to accept or reject the technique as it stands. Rather,

it offers insight as to its utility and effectiveness in modeling and

examining man—machine systems and issues. It is reccninended that this

approach be repeated in other man—machine systems, such as DAIS , which

exhibi t complex discrete and continuous task structures. it is anti-

cipated that both additional insights and new areas for research will

emerge from this exercise.
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

DAIS -- Digital Avionics Information System.
MFK -— Mul ti—Function Keyboard.

monitoring -- Observ ing displays or an information field in a purposive

fashion to ensure that system operation is normal or as desired.

If available information suggests abnormality , additional infor-

mation is sought and a diagnosis of the difficulty is attempted.

open loop, closed loop control -- Between samples , the pilot operates
in an ‘open-loop ” fashion in that control inputs and adjustments

are based on conditional estimates of system state variables

status as opposed to actual display readings. On occasion , the

operator “closes the loop” and obtains system status feedback by

sampling the flight control displays .

real-time man—in—the—loo p simulation -- The machine and environmental
(e.g., exogenous events) components of the object system are

simulated , with operator(s) working on— line to the simulation .

The simulation (e.g., the events occurring therein) i s executed

according to the actua l time dimension assumed for the object

system. -

sampling strategy -- Procedure by which to select what Information to
observe and with what frequency or under what contingency .
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secondary task -- A task which the operator is asked to do in addition
to his primary task. Two types are: “non-loading ” (the operator

attends to the secondary task when he has time) used to measure

“reserve capacity”; and “loading” (the operator must always attend

to the secondary task) so as to potentially cause performance

degradation on the primary task.

supervisory control -- Controlling a semi—autonomous system through the
intermediary of a computer. The human supervi sor performs upper

• level goal-ori ented functions such as planning system activities ,

prograimiing the computer , monitori ng the system behavior when

computer-controlled , adjusting parameters on-line when appropriate ,

and intervening to take over control i n an emergency or for normal

reprogramming or repair.
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GLOSSARY OF AIRCRA FT MODEL TERMS AND SYMBOLS

2AREA Area of aircraft in square feet (set to 202 (ft)

CD Coefficient of drag

CL Coefficient of lift

D Drag in lbs.

DENS Air density

DT Step size in seconds (set to 0.2 sec.)

K Scaling factor in ~ equation used to specify the aircraft

pitching rates with respect to the lift to weight ratio

(set to .9)

I Lift

M Mach of a i rcraft

MASS Weight of aircraft divided by G—load (slugs)

MAXG Largest allowable positive acceleration (set to +15)

MING Largest allowable negative acceleration (set to -5)

MT Max imum thrust

PRES A ir pressure

Q Dynamic pressure

SS Speed of sound In ft /sec

TEMP A i r temperature in degrees

u1 Input In radians/sec., controls the rate of change of attack

angle (proportiona l to fore and aft movements of the stick)

u2 Input in radians/sec., controls the rate of change of roll

angle (proportional to lateral or side-to-side movements of

the stick.
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U
3 

Input as normalized percentage of throttle (proportional to

throttle position )

V Velocity of aircraft in ft/sec

V Rate of change of velocity in ft/sec

W Weight of aircraft in lbs . (set to 17,000 lbs.)

X X position of aircraft in feet

X Rate of change in X coordinate in ft/sec

Y Y position of aircraft in feet

Y Rate of change in Y coordinate in ft/sec

Z Altitude in feet

Z Rate of change in Z coordinate in ft/sec

Attack angle in radi ans

Rate of change of attack angle in radians/sec

Flight path angle in radians

Rate of change of fl i ght path angle in radians/sec

Heading angle in radians

Rate of change of heading angle in radians/sec

Roll angle in radians

Rate of change of roll angle in radians/sec

- 
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APPENDIX B
AERODYNANIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION

1.0 ANGLE OF ATTACK, a

The angle of attack, alpha, is computed first. The following

steps are executed in computing a.

1. Compute GLOAD = 
Wei~ht

2. Compute the derivative of a based on GLOAD and u1.

When GLOAD > 1, set
u1 - (GLOAD - 1) MAXG

When GLOAD < 1 set
= u1 + (GLOAD 1) (MING)5

3. Compute present value of a from the previous value of
a and the present value of & as:
a a + &DT

where DT is the time increment. This constitutes a

niinerical rectangular integration.
4. Test the value of a, and if a < - .2, set a -0.2.

This limits a at - .2 radians.

2.0 ROLL ANGLE, e
Next, the program computes a new value for the roll angle, $.

The following steps are executed.

1. Set the negative derivative of roll angle to

=

where u2 is a control variable which Is proportional to
stick position.
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2. Compute the present value of $ from the previous value of 8

and the present value of ~ using rectangular nunerical inte-

gration. When the absolute value of the flight path angle,
y, Is greater than or equal to ~ radians, then

B - B + ~ UT + iT.

When the absolute value of y is less than radians , set

8 ~ + ~ DI.

Now convert the B values to positive roll angle:

$ = -8.

3.0 COMPUTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS

Subroutine STATE next computes the environmental parameters for

the aircraft model in the following steps:

1. The parameters associated with the atmosphere are calculated

based on the altitutde of the aircraft , Z.

When Z> 35,300 ft., set

Temperature:

TEMP = -67.0

Pressure :

PRES = 489.456 exp (

Density:

DENS PRES
673946

When Z < 35,300 ft., set

TEMP = 59 - (.00357 Z)

D - 1 ,O.00357 1
1 ‘ 518.4

— --~



PRES = 2116 D1
5 2 5 6

DENS = .002378 o~
4.256.

2. The speed of sound is calculated as:

s — ,PRES 1.4O6~~ , ft.S — 

~ DENS ‘ ‘sec .

and the MACH number as

= 
~~~~~, where V is the velocity of the aircraft in ft/sec.

3. The dynamic pressure is calculated as:

Q = 0.5 DENS (V)2.

4.0 CALCULATION OF FORCES

The forces acting on the aircraft are calculated as follows:

1. The coefficient of LI FT is fi rst calculated by:

CL = .1 + 2.5a.

Then the coefficient of DRAG by:

CD = 0.03 + .27(CL)2

The DRAG Is computed from

D = (Q) (CD) (AREA).

2. After the fIrst computed value of CL is used to compute CD

and D, CL and a are modified according to the value of a,

as follows:

When a > .4 and a < .6, set

CL • 1 — 2 .  ( a —  .4).

When a > .6, set

CL — O and a— .6; lfV<100 ,set a— 0.



3. The thrust is computed as follows :

- 
I f V < 1 , setV= 1 .O .

Compute maximum thrust, MT, depending on whether the
after-burner is on or off. When after-burner is on, set

MT = 2[( (2327. + .172Z - .0000031(Z)2)M1 + (11500. - .25Z)].

When after-burner is off, set

MT = 
(2327. + .172Z — .0000031(Z)2)Mi (11500. — .25Z)

2 2

Next , compute thrust from :

I = u3 MT.

Where u3 is a control input proportional to throttle.

4. The component of applied force noniial to the flight path

(Lift) is:

L = ((Q) (CL) (AREA)) + I sin (a).

5.0 VELOCITY, V

The derivative of the aircraft velocity is computed according to:

I cos (c & ) - D - W s i n  (y)
MASS

where MASS Is in slugs . The present value of V is next computed

from the previous value of V and the present value of 9 as:

V • V + 9 DT .
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6.0 HEADING ANGLE * AND FLIGHT PATH ANGLE y

The presint value of heading angle * and flight path angle y are

computed in the following steps:

1. The derivatives of * and v are computed from the equations

= L sin ($)
MASS cos (Y) V

and

= L cos 
‘t1

~IA r~ 
.

2. The present value of ~ and 
y are computed from the previous

values of ‘~ and y the present values of ~I’ and ~~~, but with

l imi ts in the following way:

Set y1 = v +~~ DT.

If the absolute value of is less than ~ radians , set the

present values of * and y equal to

4, = 4, + ~DT

Y = Y 1.

If the absolute value of is greater than or equal to

radians, set

ant1 set

V • - i T  -y, lfy 1 < O

or

y • w - y1, ify 1 > O .
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7.0 POSITION OF THE AIRCRAFT

The position of the aircraft with respect to the earth is calculated

next. In each step below, the derivative is calculated first, and then

the present value Is found from rectangular numerical integration. The

steps are as follows:

1. X-positlon of aircraft

= V cos (y) cos (ip)

and X = X + ~ DI.

2. Y-position of aircraft

= V cos (y) sin (ip)

and f = Y + !? DI.

3. Z-pos.ition of aircraft (altitude)

= V sin (y)

and Z = Z + ~ DT.
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